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1

Two Japanese Imari dishes of Kikugata form,
decorated with flower arrangements, Meiji period,
46.5 cm & 37 cm diam. (2) £50.00 - £100.00

2

A pair of Japanese polychrome dishes, each one
decorated with panels depicting tigers, the bases
with underglaze blue six character marks, Meiji
period, 30 cm diam. (2) £50.00 - £100.00

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

20.5 cm diam., all Qing dynasty (3) £130.00 £180.00
15

A Canton famille rose dish with reticulated rim, the
base with China mark, Qing dynasty, 21.5 cm
diam. £20.00 - £30.00

16

Four Chinese famille rose plates, 22.7 cm diam.
and four Chinese blue and white plates, 23.3 cm
diam., all Qianlong or Jiaqing, 18 th century (8)
£80.00 - £120.00

17

A pair of Japanese Imari vases decorated with
floral designs, 25.5 cm h. to/w two other pairs of
smaller Japanese Imari vases, all Meiji period,
18.5 cm & 8.5 cm h. (6) £50.00 - £100.00

A Chinese export blue and white plate warmer
decorated with a coastal landscape, 18th/19th
century, 26.5 cm diam. £40.00 - £60.00

18

Twelve Japanese Imari dishes, each one
decorated in underglaze blue and typical enamels
with floral and other designs, Meiji period, Largest
24.3 cm diam. (12) £50.00 - £100.00

A mottled stoneware roof tile designed as a
standing figure, probably one of the eight Daoist
immortals, 19th/20th century, 40 cm high to top of
head, lamped & c/w a shade £100.00 - £150.00

19

A pair of Japanese Imari baluster vases and
covers, each one decorated with a 'Dame au
Parasol' design, Meiji period, approximately 45 cm
h. (2) £50.00 - £100.00

WITHDRAWN An underglaze blue decorated bowl
possibly from a provincial Qing Dynasty kiln, 20
cm diam. c/w fitted hardwood stand (2) £20.00 £40.00

20

Four Chinese blue and white soup plates, all
18th/19th century to/w a pair of Japanese dishes
with kangi inscriptions, 'Dai Nihon' (6) £50.00 £80.00

21

A Chinese Canton famille rose shaped dish
decorated with figures in a garden, the border with
butterflies, flowers and foliage, six character seal
mark of Daoguang and of the period, 19th century,
30 x 23 cm £80.00 - £120.00

22

A Chinese 18th century saucer dish decorated in
the Mandarin palette with figures on a terrace, 16
cm dia. to/w an 18th century famille rose tea bowl
and saucer (3) £40.00 - £60.00

23

A Chinese pale blue glazed bottle vase, early 20th
century, 34 cm h. £150.00 - £250.00

24

A pair of Chinese cloisonne on copper onionshaped vases, richly decorated with floral designs
and butterflies, 19.5 cm high £40.00 - £80.00

25

A Chinese blue and white chamfered rectangular
meat dish decorated with rockwork, bamboo and
flowers in a watery landscape, 35.5 x 26.8 cm
£100.00 - £150.00

Three Japanese Imari dishes, variously decorated,
one depicting red capped Tsuru beside plum
blossom, Meiji period, all approximately 31 cm
diam. (3) £50.00 - £100.00

A Japanese Imari oviform vase decorated with
kacho-ga, 40 cm., to/w three other Imari vases,
including a small pair with domed covers and
karashishi finials, 26 cm h., all Meiji period (4)
£50.00 - £100.00
A modern Japanese Imari dish, the base with
Tensho-style script, 40 cm diam. to/w four other
Meiji period Imari pieces comprising: a circular
dish, 36.5 cm diam., two kikugata bowls, 19.5 &
24 cm diam. and a jardiniere, 17.5 cm h. (5)
£50.00 - £100.00
Two pairs of Japanese Imari vases, each vase with
domed cover, 30 & 37 cm h. to/w a smaller Imari
vase, 18.5 cm h., all Meiji period (5) £50.00 £100.00

10

Nine various Japanese Imari dishes, all decorated
with typical underglaze blue and floral designs,
Meiji period, heights 24.5 - 37.5 cm £50.00 £100.00

11

Two large Japanese Imari dishes, one of circular
form, 47 cm diam. and one kikugata form, 46 cm
diam, both Meiji period (2) £50.00 - £100.00

26

12

A set of four Japanese Imari circular dishes
decorated with Kacho-ga, 21.3 cm diam. to/w a
pair of oval kikugata dishes, 22.5 x 17.5 cm and
six other Japanese Imari dishes, all Meiji period
(12) £50.00 - £100.00

A Japanese spherical cloisonne vase standing on
three small feet, decorated with a silver coloured
geometric and floral band, Meiji, 25 cm h. £100.00
- £150.00

27

13

Ten pieces of Japanese Imari, each one decorated
in underglaze blue and typical colours (10) £50.00 £100.00

A Chinese pear shaped apple green close crackle
glazed vase, Yongzheng six character mark to
base but 19th/20th century, 32.2 cm high £100.00 £150.00

28

14

A Canton famille rose dish decorated with
Manchu/Chinese figures in a narrative scene, 34.5
cm diam. to/w a pair of Canton famille rose bowls,

A Chinese blue and white jardiniere decorated with
a village scene in a mountain landscape, 23.5 cm
diam x 19.5 cm high £150.00 - £200.00

29

Chinese wood panel carved with figures under a
pine tree, 19 x 38.5 cm £60.00 - £80.00
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30

31

A pair of Chinese Canton famille rose jardiniere
decorated with alternating panels of figures on a
verandah and birds & foliage, the interior decorated
with butterflies, 37 cm diam x 32 cm h., c/w
hardwood stand (2) £100.00 - £200.00
A Chinese circular dish decorated with a border of
dragons chasing flaming pearls of wisdom, a
central dragon and cloud scrolls, six character
Yongzheng mark but 19th/20th century, 28.2 cm
diam. £60.00 - £80.00

calligraphy £500.00 - £700.00
43

A Chinese stained ivory chess set, early 20th
century, King 10.2 cm h. (32) £50.00 - £80.00

44

A Japanese ivory netsuke of a Shi Shi, 4 cm h.
to/w a Japanese ivory okimono of Ho Tei carrying
his sack on his back accompanied by a small
child, 4.5 cm h. (2) £80.00 - £120.00

45

A Chinese hardwood carving of a seated sage
wrapped in a cloak and wearing a wide brimmed
hat, 18 cm h. £40.00 - £60.00

46

An Indian soapstone model of a water buffalo and
calf raised on a rectangular base, 18 cm h £40.00 £80.00

47

A Chinese gilded paper fan painted with tree
branches in blossom, with red seal stamps and
calligraphy, in glazed rosewood frame, with a
separate base carved and pierced with peach, fruit
and blossom and having a spreading organic lobed
foot, 34 c 56 cm £200.00 - £300.00

32

A Chinese Blue and white baluster vase decorated
with dragons amidst flowers and foliage, four
character Kangxi mark but late 19th century, 18.5
cm h £50.00 - £80.00

33

A Chinese silver beaker of tapering form
embossed and chased with dragons guarding a
flaming peach, stamped for Luen-Wo, Shanghai, 9
cm high £150.00 - £200.00

34

A Japanese Satsuma bottle vase on three splayed
legs decorated with shaped cartouche of
Immortals, Samurai, figures and maidens,
Satsuma seal mark, 18.5 cm h. £80.00 - £120.00

48

Two Chinse blue and white baluster vases and
covers, one decorated with dragons amidst flowers
and foliage (cover possibly associated) , 22 cm h.
and the other decorated with birds, butterflies and
flowers, 21 cm h., both with four character Kangxi
mark but late 19th century (2) £100.00 - £200.00

An Indian carved wood large fan, the silk leaf
painted with butterflies and flowers, signed with
AG monogram, 44 cm, to/w a velvet reticule with
carved and stained bone clasp and two Chinese
hardwood stands (4) £80.00 - £120.00

49

A Chinese reticulated sancai glazed pottery stand,
20th century, 75 cm h. £50.00 - £80.00

50

A Chinese softwood food cupboard, the ventilated
cupboard doors with carved and reticulated panels
opening to reveal shelves, over a row of four small
drawers above two rows of open shelving, each
with four sliding doors, raised on square legs 193
high x 108 cm wide x 52.5 cm deep £200.00 £300.00

35

36

A Chinese blue and white porcelain plate
decorated with a building in a watery landscape,
early 19th century, 23. 3 cm dia £30.00 - £50.00

37

A Chinese ivory visiting card case, carved to one
side with a cross and the other with traditionalform cartouches, with figures in formal garden
settings, early 20th century £200.00 - £250.00

51

A Japanese Meiji period sectional carved ivory
Okimono, fisherman with catching net (pole
missing), inset red seal to base, 22 cm £200.00 £250.00

A Japanese hardwood table stand, the open
circular frame (sun or moon) raised on a cloud
form base, 60 cm high x 58 cm wide £80.00 £120.00

52

An early 20th century Chinese softwood dowry
chest, the two reticulated doors carved with eight
Daoist Immortals opening to reveal lacquered
shelves, having metal mounts and handles, on a
separate stand, 155 cm high x 96 cm wide x 68
cm deep £300.00 - £400.00

53

Chinese school - Seated female nude,
watercolour, signed, 67 x 67 cm £100.00 - £200.00

54

Miao Chongan (b 1938) - '21: The Bright Moon
Shining on the Limpid River', pen, ink and brush on
paper, signed left, 68 x 67 cm, Browse and Darby
Cork Street London label to verso £800.00 £1,200.00

55

Miao Chongan (b 1938) - '20: North Sea of Taiwan',
watercolour and Chinese ink on paper, signed
right, 69 x 46 cm, Browse & Darby Cork Street
London label to reverse £800.00 - £1,000.00

56

A Chinese painting on silk decorated with a white
pheasant, magnolia and peonies, framed and
glazed, 113 x 41 cm £60.00 - £90.00

38

39

A small Chinese Canton ivory carving depicting an
aristocratic lady mounted on a horse on a rocky
woodland path, attended by a lady and a page
boy, the reverse also carved with rockwork and
flowers, 10 cm h. £80.00 - £120.00

40

A Japanese carved ivory sectional group of a
street vendor with his son, having vegetable ivory
heads, signed on base, 15 cm h. £80.00 - £120.00

41

42

A small Japanese okimono of a woman grooming
a bald man, signed to base, 4.5 cm h. to/w a
miniature okimono of a Geisha pruning shrubs,
signed, 3 cm and a Chinese celadon glazed
redstone figure of a woman with a baby at her feet,
6.5 cm (3) £70.00 - £100.00
A Chinese carved tortoiseshell fan, finely worked
with figures probably enjoying the Great Feast of
Happiness on New Year's day, with musicians
dancing around the extreme edges of the fan, the
guards representing the eight Daoist Immortals, 20
cm, c/w a box carved with water buffalo and
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74

An oak canteen of cutlery on barley twist stand
£50.00 - £70.00

75

A pair of Edwardian silver trumpet-shaped vaseflutes on weighted bases, S. Blackensee & Sons
Ltd., Birmingham 1905, 23 cm high £40.00 £60.00

76

77

78

79

entrée dishes and covers with gadrooned rims, a
wine funnel, tray, flatware, boxes, etc. (box)
£60.00 - £90.00

A loaded silver table lamp with octagonal tapering
pillar and circular base, Frank Cobb & Co. Ltd.,
Sheffield 1926, 27 cm high (not including later light
fitting) £80.00 - £120.00
A cased set of six silver coffee spoons,
Birmingham 1912, an ornate Victorian preserve
spoon, George Unite, Birmingham 1890 and a tea
knife with engraved silver blade and loaded handle,
Sheffield 1889, to/w a quantity of electroplated
flatware and cutlery (box) £40.00 - £60.00
A pair of Matthew Boulton Old Sheffield Plate
candlesticks with foliate and gadrooned
decoration, reeded pillars acanthus embossing, on
circular bases, stamped with 'twin sun' marks, 28
cm high £70.00 - £100.00
A quantity of Victorian and later electroplated
tableware, including an oval revolving breakfast
dish, a Cambridge University Scratch Four Oar
Races trophy mug 1861, an ovoid egg-boiler,
teapot and sugar basin, cased set of fish knives
and forks and other flatware and cutlery (box)
£70.00 - £100.00

80

A quantity of electroplated table mats and
coasters with engraved decoration £30.00 - £40.00

81

A quantity of electroplated table wares, including
three pairs of candlesticks, a pair of sugar
casters, salt and pepper mills, Armada dishes,
etc., to/w a plain silver sugar basin and a pair of
silver decanter labels (box) £50.00 - £70.00

88

A pierced silver bonbon dish, Birmingham 1920,
to/w an electroplated baluster sugar caster, sauce
boat, pair of fish servers and four pieces of Piquot
aluminium tea ware (box) £50.00 - £70.00

89

A quantity of electroplated wares, including a set
of Community Plate flatware and cutlery, cocktail
shaker, champagne bottle coaster, coffee pot,
bread-boards, trays, an oval galleried wine tray,
shell nut dish, two-handled fruit bowl, teapot,
coasters, etc. (2 boxes) £80.00 - £120.00

90

A French 'moyenne' grade soup ladle, to/w a pair
of electroplated entree dishes and covers, two
gallery trays, goblet, flatware, etc. (box) £50.00 £70.00

91

A Harrods cased set of six electroplated goblets
with engraved vine decoration, to/w a set of
coasters, a pourer-stopper and six silver napkin
rings, Birmingham 1973 (bicentenary assay mark)
£50.00 - £70.00

92

An electroplated inkstand with crocodile hide top,
two inkwells and nib-box, to/w a matching blotter
pad and pen-pot, Mulberry shoe horn and Mulberry
leather covered box £80.00 - £120.00

93

Seven various silver proof Royal Commemorative
Commonwealth coins, marking significant
moments in the life of HM Queen Elizabeth the
Queen Mother, total approximate weight 6.2 oz
(net of plastic cases) £50.00 - £70.00

94

An epns Art Deco three-piece coffee service, to/w
a set of six silver OEP coffee spoons, Birmingham
1925 and various electroplated flatware (box)
£30.00 - £40.00

82

A cased set of six OEP silver teaspoons,
Birmingham 1962, to/w a Viners of Sheffield threepiece coffee service and a plated on copper fruit
dish on stemmed foot £40.00 - £60.00

95

A pair of electroplated baluster candelabra with
twin branches, three sconces and detachable tops
and bases (to form short candlesticks), 35 cm
£60.00 - £80.00

83

An A1 electroplated five-piece tea/coffee service
£40.00 - £60.00

96

84

A plated on copper twin-branch candelabra with
three sconces and foliate-embossed decoration,
46 cm £50.00 - £70.00

A German two-handled pot and cover of organic
form, with rose finial, on stemmed base with foliate
chased decoration, .800 grade, 16 cm high, 10 oz,
to/w an electroplated coffee pot and milk jug,
teapot and hot water jug (box) £60.00 - £90.00

85

A Mappin & Webb Princes plate biscuit box, a
pair of woodcock table ornaments, cased pair of
electroplated fish servers with ivory handles, an
oak cased set of fruit knives and forks with
electroplated blades, silver ferrules and ivory
handles and a quantity of flatware, loose and in
cases, etc. (box) £80.00 - £120.00

97

A modern Scottish silver Graham Stewart design
preserve spoon with acorn finial, slender tapering
stem and planished 'fig' bowl, Edinburgh 2002, 1.4
oz, 17.5 cm long, with green velvet draw-string bag
£50.00 - £80.00

98

A glass 'glug-glug' spirit decanter and stopper with
silver collar, Sheffield 1923, to/w a green flash
bottle stopper with vine-cut decoration and
electroplated collar (2) £100.00 - £150.00

99

A pigskin travelling-case, the brown watered-silk
lining fitted with an Art Deco style six-piece silver
brush set with engine-turned decoration, William
Neale & Son Ltd., Birmingham 1935 (very little
used), with canvas outer case £100.00 - £150.00

86

87

A cased set of six silver Hanoverian rat-tail
teaspoons, Sheffield 1926 and a silver ashtray,
to/w an electroplated four-piece tea service with
gadrooned rims, an oval two-handled tray, pair of
trophy cups, etc. (box) £80.00 - £120.00
A silver flute vase on weighted foot, Chester 1911,
to/w a quantity of plated wares, including a pair of
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100

A William IV silver letter salver with shell and
scroll rim, engraved decoration and shell feet, A.
B. Savory & Sons, London 1834, 8 oz diameter
£80.00 - £120.00

113

A late Victorian matched silver three-piece
condiment set with chased garlands, pierced
sides and blue glass liners, William Aitken,
Chester 1899/Birmingham 1900 £40.00 - £60.00

101

A Victorian engraved silver snuff box, Colen
Hewer, Cheshire, Birmingham 1883, to/w a fob
sovereign case, Alfred Wigley, Birmingham 1897
(2) £80.00 - £120.00

114

A pair of silver baluster pepperettes, Birmingham
1924, to/w a set of four Asprey open salts with
blue glass liners, London 1922 (6) £50.00 - £70.00

115

102

A circular silver ring-box with blue silk and velvet
lining and gilt interior, on scroll feet, Birmingham
1923, to/w a cut glass powder bowl with engraved
silver cover, Birmingham 1971 and a napkin ring,
Birmingham 1923 (3) £60.00 - £90.00

A cased pair of late Victorian parcel gilt open salts
of quatrefoil form, Sheffield 1894, to/w a pair of
trophy cups, Sheffield 1938, an infant's feeder
spoon and another spoon (6) £40.00 - £60.00

116

A silver cigarette case, Birmingham 1921, to/w
two Marie Theresa 1780 thalers (soldered toprings) an 1889 half-crown and an 1899 shilling (5)
£30.00 - £40.00

117

A late Victorian silver-faced travelling watch strutcase (lacks movement), Birmingham 1898 £40.00 £60.00

118

A 19th century French punch ladle with lipped
bowl on twisted whalebone stem, .950 grade, to/w
a stemmed bonbon dish on weighted foot,
Birmingham 1971 (2) £50.00 - £70.00

119

A George III silver loving cup with twin scroll
handle and campana-shaped bowl, on waisted
stem, domed base and spread foot, Thomas
Wallis II (probably), London 1783, 13.4 oz, 15.5
cm high £300.00 - £400.00

120

A Victorian blown glass claret jug of onion form
with hexagonal cut neck and applied pinched
decoration, mounted with unusual silver
mechanical self-opening stopper (operated by
squeezing the handle), Charles Reily and George
Storer, London 1850 £100.00 - £150.00

121

An Edwardian silver-faced travelling watch case
with engine-turned decoration and crocodile-hide
back, containing an electroplated-cased Swiss
movement, to/w a photograph frame, Chester
1908, an oval napkin ring, London 1959 and a
monocle loupe magnifier with tortoiseshell rim
£80.00 - £120.00

103

104

Medical interest: A George III silver gilt toast rack
with oval beaded top ring handle flanked by twin
Caduceus (winged staff entwined with snakes),
with six double-arch wire divisions, egg and dart
moulded rim and honeysuckle-chased scroll feet,
John Emes, London 1806, 14.3 oz, 16 cm long
£400.00 - £600.00
Two pairs of silver and tortoiseshell hairbrushes
with piquet-work tops, to/w another somewhat
similar hairbrush and a hand-mirror, various
makers and dates £80.00 - £120.00

105

A Continental corkscrew, the boar's tusk handle
carved with a deer, with white metal end mounts,
engraved for E & F Houldsworth, North Devon Polo
Club Tournament, London 1908 £100.00 - £150.00

106

A large Edwardian silver baluster sugar caster,
Harrison Brothers & Howson, Sheffield 1904, 10.4
oz £70.00 - £90.00

107

A heavy quality silver two-handled sugar basin,
Deakin & Francis, Birmingham 1934, 5 oz, in
presentation case £40.00 - £60.00

108

A cased silver pickle fork ('A Faithful Replica of the
First English Silver Fork'), Francis Howard Ltd.,
Sheffield 1963, to/w a pair of small navette open
salts, Birmingham 1894, a pair of salt spoons, a
golf trophy spoon and a Victorian Scottish
'Madeira' decanter label (7) £50.00 - £70.00

109

A George III silver mug of tapering cylindrical form
with banded decoration, maker (probably) William
Bennett, London 1817, 6.7 oz, 9 cm high £80.00 £120.00

122

Six various silver napkin rings, 4.4 oz £40.00 £50.00

123

A white metal 1 kg weight, unmarked (tests as
silver), 32.2 oz £250.00 - £300.00

110

A pair of silver berry spoons of Georgian origin,
with engraved stems and embossed gilt bowls,
to/w a pair of plain sugar tongs, Thomas Wallis II,
London 1806, 4.5 oz £40.00 - £60.00

124

A novelty silver 'Rabbit' pepperette, Wakely &
Wheeler, London 1971, 3.6 oz, 8 cm high £70.00 £100.00

111

An Edwardian silver baby's rattle with ivorine
teether ring and four bells, Crisford & Norris Ltd.,
Birmingham 1902 (lacks coral teether), to/w a late
Victorian chamber stick incorporating a matchboxholder, with scroll handle and paw feet, London
1898 (2) £70.00 - £100.00

125

A miniature silver desk-clock of rectangular form,
with loop handle and bun feet, London import 1911
£100.00 - £150.00

126

A George III silver visiting-card salver with shell
and scroll pie-crust rim and engraved arms, on
hoof feet, Ebenezer Coker, London 1769, 6.7 oz,
17 cm diameter £100.00 - £150.00

127

A Danbury Mint limited edition cased set of ten
silver ingots of navette form - 'The Queen's Beasts'
- with documents £130.00 - £150.00

112

Two modern silver-fronted photograph frames,
each 21 x 16.5 cm, Birmingham 1996 and
Sheffield 2002, to/w an Egyptian .900 grade oval
example (3) £60.00 - £90.00
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128

129

130

131

132

133

134

135

A two-handled silver bowl on waisted stem,
London 1919, 12.1 oz, 18 cm diameter, to/w a
cased part-set of carving knives and forks with
141
silver ferrules and antler handles (a/f) (2) £100.00 £150.00
A Victorian silver salver with beaded rim and
reeded border, engraved decoration and
presentation inscription, on scroll feet, Martin, Hall
& Co., London 1874, 47 oz, 37 cm £350.00 £450.00

142

Two silver cigarette cases, one engraved 'In
143
Memory of Capt. Tempest-Hicks', to/w six
Australian Sterling souvenir spoons with enamel
finials, a cased set of six pastry forks with loaded
silver handles and a set of six each fish knives and 144
forks also with loaded silver handles (box) £60.00 £90.00
A Victorian foliate-engraved silver Christening mug, 145
Chawner & Co., London 1876, 5.8 oz £50.00 £70.00
146
A Victorian engraved silver two-handled sugar
basin with beaded rim and flared foot, Edward &
John Barnard, London 1859, 11 oz £80.00 £120.00
147
A Victorian cut glass butter dish with engraved
silver cover and stand and parrot finial, Martin, Hall
& Co., Sheffield 1861/62, to/w two George III cut
glass condiment bottles with silver collars and
covers, London 1800 and a salt ladle, London
1831 (all a/f) (3) £40.00 - £60.00
148
A pair of William IV fiddle pattern sugar tongs,
Jonathan Hayne, London 1834, to/w a quantity of
silver oddments, including an ashtray, matchbox
holder, egg-cup, small photograph frames,
149
spoons, etc. £40.00 - £60.00
A 19th century Meissen white-metal salt and
mustard pair embossed and printed with flowers
and insects, to/w a non-matching salt painted with
courting couples (top a/f) and a glass bitters bottle
with embossed and pierced silver sleeve and
stopper, Birmingham 1905 £50.00 - £70.00

stopper with silver collar and an electroplated threepiece condiment set (box) £50.00 - £70.00
A silver Adam-style bonbon dish of navette form,
the pierced sides embossed with garlands, on oval
foot, Goldsmiths & Silversmiths Co. Ltd., London
1908, 4.4 oz, 15.5 cm long £50.00 - £70.00
A Victorian silver visiting card case with profuse
foliate engraved decoration, Hilliard & Thomason,
Birmingham 1882, in original morocco-bound case
£70.00 - £100.00
A 19th century Continental unmarked metal oval
snuff-box with agate-set cover and foliate
engraving, 8 x 6 cm £80.00 - £120.00
A George III silver oval nutmeg grater with hinged
top and base, Thomas Phipps & Edward Robinson
II, London 1795 £200.00 - £300.00
A quantity of Georgian and later silver teaspoons
and other flatware, 8.7 oz total, to/w a tea strainer
with turned wood handle £60.00 - £90.00
A heavy quality 'cauldron' sugar basin Sheffield
1931, to/w a sauce boat, Jubilee marked
Birmingham 1935 (2), 10.8 oz total £80.00 £120.00
An Indian low-grade white metal cylindrical
cigarette box and cover with floral and foliate
chased and embossed decoration, to/w a French
.950 grade pot and cover with scalloped decoration
(2) £50.00 - £70.00
An Oriental white metal pot and cover in the form
of a fruit, with engraved decoration, to/w a
cigarette box embossed with irises (the latter a/f)
(2) £50.00 - £70.00
Four various penknives with silver blades and
mother-of-pearl handles, to/w an unmarked baby's
rattle with coral teether (f/r) £40.00 - £60.00

150

A silver toast rack, Viners Ltd, Sheffield 1931, to/w
two Edwardian Royal Doulton stoneware harvest
jugs with silver rims, both London 1907, a
photograph frame and a powder bowl with silver
cover (5 - box) £80.00 - £120.00

136

A mahogany cased set of twelve Georgian silver
dessert knives and forks with reeded ferrules and
mother-of-pearl handles (one fork matching but
Victorian) £80.00 - £120.00

151

A George III pot-bellied sauce boat, with cut rim
and scroll handle, on hoof feet, London 1763
(repaired), to/w a somewhat similar Victorian
electroplated example (2) £60.00 - £90.00

137

An Edwardian silver 'hatching chick' novelty pincushion, Sampson Mordan & Co. Ltd., Chester
1907, 6 cm £100.00 - £150.00

152

138

A silver bullet-shape three-piece tea service in the
William & Mary manner, John Paul Cooper,
London 1920, 24.4 oz gross £200.00 - £300.00

A Hong Kong Chinese Sterling cigarette case,
engraved with 7th Hussars badge, to/w an
electroplated 7th Hussars Cross Country prize
medal, 1954 (2) £30.00 - £50.00

153

Four various silver napkin rings, to/w a satinwoodcased set of twelve dessert knives and forks with
ivory handles, a single tea knife with loaded silver
handle and an electroplated sauce boat £50.00 £80.00

A set of twelve George III bright-cut table spoons
with engraved monograms, John Lambe, London
1777, to/w six matching dessert spoons, London
1776, 31 oz total £300.00 - £400.00

154

A matched quantity of fiddle, thread and shell
flatware and cutlery, including a George IV butter
knife, William Chawner II, London 1828, a pair of
sauce ladles, Chawner & Co., London 1843, six
soup spoons and six each fish knives and forks,
Francis Howard Ltd., Sheffield 1961, 47.7 oz total

139

140

A cased set of six silver cocktail sticks with
cockerel finials, I. S. Greenberg & Co.,
Birmingham 1937, to/w a glass scent bottle and
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£350.00 - £400.00

169

155

A set of eleven modified thread and shell pattern
silver dessert spoons of small proportions,
Chawner & Co. Ltd., London 1877, 17.9 oz
£140.00 - £180.00

A Victorian heavy quality silver oval rose-bowl with
winged caryatid handles, foliate embossed and
chased decoration and half-reeding, on stemmed
and domed foot, Walker & Hall, Sheffield, 1897, 51
oz. 33 cm wide £800.00 - £1,200.00

156

A set of six Victorian silver egg-spoons with scroll- 170
decorated handles, Charles Bayton II, London
1870, to/w five fiddle and shell teaspoons, Thomas
Sewel I, Newcastle 1853, 7.5 oz total £50.00 £70.00
171
An early Victorian silver modified thread and shell

A heavy quality oval silver tray with gadrooned piecrust rim and twin handles cast with ram's heads,
on four claw feet, Barker Brothers Silver Ltd,
Birmingham 1934. 90 oz approx. 65 x 40 cm
overall £1,300.00 - £1,500.00

157

table spoon, William Eaton, London 1836, to/w
another table spoon with shell finial, London 1906,
two George II, OEP table fork, George Smith II,
London 1797 and a matched fork, Sheffield 1908
(5), 12.7 oz total £80.00 - £120.00

A cased set of six silver tea knives with loaded
silver handles, Sheffield 1926, to/w a preserve
spoon with mother-of-pearl handle, a pin-dish and
a small vase-flute (4) £40.00 - £60.00

172

158

A set of four Victorian bead-edge dessert forks
with three tines, Henry Holland, London 1848, to/w
two matched unmarked forks and various other
flatware, 10.6 oz £70.00 - £100.00

A Victorian diagonal-reeded silver vesta case,
Birmingham 1890, to/w an engraved vesta case,
Birmingham 1919, a French .800 grade desk seal,
an Edwardian cheroot-holder case, Birmingham
1906 and a pencil holder, Birmingham 1909 (5)
£60.00 - £90.00

159

173
A set of six dessert forks with silver tines and
loaded thread and shell handles, to/w five
matching knives with steel blades, Harrison Bros.
& Howson, Sheffield 1906/10, various other table
knives and tea knives with loaded silver handles,
electroplated Albany pattern soup ladle and
174
basting spoon and other electroplated flatware and
cutlery (box) £50.00 - £70.00

A pair of late Victorian open salts, Birmingham
1896, to/w an Edwardian pair of baluster
pepperettes, Birmingham 1902 and an embossed
and chased pepperette of oval baluster form,
Birmingham 1904 (5) £60.00 - £90.00

A large Victorian silver-faced easel toilet mirror
with heart-shaped bevelled plate surmounted by
rococo cartouche, William Comyns & Sons,
London 1898, mounted on a brown velvet backing,
42 x 30 cm £350.00 - £400.00

175

A large globular ribbed glass match striker-pot
with silver top, John Grinsell & Sons, Birmingham
1912, 12 cm high £150.00 - £250.00

176

Four Victorian silver table forks modified fiddle
form, Josiah Williams & Co., Exeter 1857, 11.5 oz
£80.00 - £120.00

177

A set of six Danish sterling coffee spoons and
matching sugar spoon with coronet finials, by W.
& S. Sorensen, to/w various other silver spoons
and a William IV tea knife with carved ivory handle,
Sheffield 1831 £60.00 - £90.00

178

A silver photograph frame, Birmingham 1914, to/w
a curling tongs box, Chester 1898, an oval ringbox, Birmingham 1919, a glass trinket-box with
silver and tortoiseshell top, Birmingham 1922 and
a silver-mounted ebony trinket tray, London 1919
(5 - all a/f) £60.00 - £90.00

160

161

A large Edwardian silver-faced easel toilet mirror
with bevelled plate, William Devenport,
Birmingham 1907. 49 x 36 cm £300.00 - £350.00

162

Large Victorian silver-faced easel toilet mirror with
bevelled plate surmounted by rococo cartouche,
London 1898 £300.00 - £350.00

163

A late Victorian easel mirror with ornately
embossed and chased silver front, Henry
Matthews, Birmingham 1899, 40 x 25 cm £80.00 £120.00

164

A silver easel photograph frame with engine-turned
decoration and oak back, Saunders & Mackenzie,
Birmingham 1924, 36 x 24 cm £60.00 - £90.00
179
Two late Victorian photograph frames with
embossed silver fronts and heart-shaped
apertures, both William Comyns & Co., London
1895/98, 19 x 13 cm £70.00 - £100.00
180
Four various silver-faced photograph frames

165

166

£100.00 - £150.00
167

Five various silver-faced photograph frames
£100.00 - £150.00

168

An Edwardian Art Nouveau-embossed silver
photograph frame, Birmingham 1906, to/w an oval
frame, Birmingham 1910 and a rectangular
example, Birmingham 1908 (3) £120.00 - £150.00
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181

A late Victorian cut glass punch jug with silver
collar and cover, Drew & Sons of Piccadilly,
London 1896 £50.00 - £80.00

An Edwardian rococo revival silver tea caddy in the
manner of Paul de Lamerie, richly chased in the
chinoiserie manner with a lady seated with
parasol, parrot and fan, George Fox, London 1901,
14.3 oz, 13.5 cm high £300.00 - £500.00
A late Victorian silver Adam revival urn-shaped
caster with gadrooned rim and stemmed circular
foot, Charles Stuart Harris, London 1894, 11 cm,
to/w a sauce boat with gadrooned rim, scroll
handle and hoof feet, Joseph Gloster, Birmingham
1925 (2), 8 oz total £70.00 - £100.00
Two engine-turned silver cigarette cases, Chester
1924 (little used) and Birmingham 1933, 6.6 oz

total, to/w a pair of gentlemen's hair-brushes,
Birmingham 1925 (4) £70.00 - £90.00
182

183

Four silver OEP tablespoons, Harrison Brothers &
Howson, Sheffield 1951, to/w five Apostle coffee
spoons and four Albany coffee spoons, 12.9 oz
£80.00 - £120.00
A Victorian silver circular chafing dish and cover
with beaded handles and rim, William Hutton &
Sons, London 1881, 24.1 oz, on matching
electroplated frame stand with spirit burner, 22 cm
diameter £150.00 - £200.00

195

A Continental yellow and white metal pierced
band, set with small diamonds, stamped 750, size
P £150.00 - £250.00

196

(Hunting interest) A Victorian gilt metal memento
brooch set with a curled lock of hair and gilt wire,
within a mount set with foxes' teeth, 5 x 4 cm,
inscribed on reverse 'Colson Cover Feby. 5th 1853'
(connected to the Belvoir Hunt), to/w a 9ct gold
ring set with a small Mexican coin (2) £80.00 £120.00

197

A silver hatpin stand and ring-tree with miniature
ivory 'tusks' above stem set with four supporting
rings rising from an oval weighted base with velvet
cushion, J & R Griffin, Chester 1911, to/w a
collection of sixteen hatpins, including a Charles
Horner example set with a Cairngorm-mounted
thistle, also Chester 1911, and various others
including amethyst, tortoiseshell and gilt metal
examples £100.00 - £150.00

198

A 9ct brooch set with garnet and seed pearls and
a white metal brooch set with an oval agate, to/w
two silver thimbles, five electroplated thimbles and
two walking sticks with silver mounts (11) £80.00 £120.00

184

A Walker & Hall oak canteen of silver flatware for
six, 28 pieces including four tablespoons, mostly
Sheffield 1927, four soup spoons and two dessert
forks, 1920, and two spoons 1926, 56 oz £400.00 £500.00

185

A pair of loaded silver low candlesticks,
Birmingham 1915, to/w two napkin rings, a small
flute vase and a bangle £40.00 - £60.00

186

A George IV silver fruit bowl with raised writhen
reeded rim, John Harris IV (probably), London
1825, 24.5 oz, 30 cm diameter £200.00 - £300.00

187

An oak canteen containing a set of six each silver
fish knives and forks with silver blades and tines,
199
Goldsmiths & Silversmiths Company, the ivory
handles engraved with the Crest of Bray and Shere
£80.00 - £120.00

David Andersen - double-layered petal daisy
brooch, white enamel on silver with gilded 'eye',
marked 'Norway, Sterling 925 S', 2.5 cm dia.
£40.00 - £50.00

188

A pair of Victorian fiddle pattern tablespoons,
Thomas Whitaker (probably), London 1847, to/w a
George III OEP tablespoon, Stephen Adams,
London 1809, to/w a cut glass hatpin-box with
silver cover and various other silver, low grade
metal and electroplated items (box) £70.00 £100.00

200

A pair of 9ct oval engine turned cufflinks to/w a
gentleman's 9ct cornelian-set signet ring and an
open style yellow metal pendant with blue beads,
stamped 750, rope style necklace chain yellow
metal stamped 750 to/w blue stone collar
necklace, tie slide, drop earrings and small oval
box approx 14g, 9ct all in £60.00 - £80.00

189

A gentleman's good quality green morocco leather
travel-case by Wilson & Gill of Regent St.,
London, fitted with a quantity of silver, tortoiseshell
with pique-work and cut glass toilet jars, brushes,
comb, manicure set, etc., with green watered silk
lining, William Comyns & Sons, London 1915,
each piece worked with a dog's head armorial
crest, with canvas outer-case, 55 cm wide
£250.00 - £350.00

201

A three-row ruby and diamond ring having five
rubies in centre with six small eight-cut diamonds
in rows on either side, yellow and white metal,
stamped 585 £200.00 - £300.00

202

A pair of matt finish spray-style textured leaf and
bud earrings, each set with three brilliant-cut
diamonds, stamped 18kt Italy, having clip-on
fittings, approx 8g all in, by repute retailed by
Tiffany £150.00 - £200.00

203

A collection of vintage brooches etc including shell
and basalt cameos, white and coloured paste etc
to/w a Sorna pendant watch on chain and a small
selection of WRVS enamel badges and a cased
WRVS medal £30.00 - £40.00

204

A lot containing shell cameo brooch, 18k
wristwatch, pendant, bar brooch and swivel style
watch on leather fob £40.00 - £60.00

205

A collection of vintage jewellery - mostly
necklaces - including simulated pearls, glass
beads, gilt metal, etc £30.00 - £40.00

206

A two-row graduated cultured pearl necklace, on
9ct snap set with rose diamond, in need of restringing £80.00 - £120.00

207

A single row of graduated rose quartz beads,

191

A fine 22ct wedding band to/w a small quantity of
silver jewellery and a selection of costume
jewellery, necklaces, brooches, cufflinks, etc.
(box) £40.00 - £60.00

192

A gentleman's 9ct gold signet ring with black
agate seal, to/w a 9ct gold pendant and chain set
with a green tourmaline and two 9ct dress rings
set with zircons (4) £180.00 - £220.00

193

A double-string simulated pearl and haematite
bead necklace with Art Deco paste-set clasp, to/w
an Art Deco double-clip brooch and a pair of earclips £50.00 - £70.00

194

A yellow metal emerald and diamond-set
wishbone style ring, collet set, stamped 14k, 3.2g
all in £100.00 - £150.00
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single row of graduated jasper beads, a single row
of graduated malachite beads to/w a pair of oval
malachite clip-on earrings £40.00 - £60.00

224

A pair of circular sapphire-set earrings, matt 18ct
yellow and white gold to match lot 223, approx 8g
£150.00 - £200.00

208

A yellow metal mesh bracelet approx 35g £280.00
- £320.00

225

209

A peridot cluster ring with a cabochon opal in
centre, 9ct yellow gold claw setting, approx 2 cm
diam overall £100.00 - £150.00

An Indian gold bracelet set with coral, pearl,
chrysoberyl cat's eye, ruby, diamond, tourmaline,
citrine, turquoise etc, mostly foiled, in closed back
settings with enamel on reverse, approx 17g all in
£300.00 - £400.00

210

A lot comprising a shell cameo and earring suite
to/w a shell cameo ring featuring storks, rose
quartz ring and a pair of foiled paste earrings
£40.00 - £60.00

226

211

A 1960s textured ring set with synthetic sapphire
and synthetic white stone, stamped 18ct, approx
23g all in, heavy closed back setting £250.00 £300.00

A diamond-set 'sun in splendour' brooch/pendant,
platinum set having circular old cut diamond in
centre surrounded by brilliant cut and eight cut
diamonds, the central diamond approx 1/2 carat
£400.00 - £600.00

227

A freshwater pearl and sapphire spray brooch,
stamped 14k £60.00 - £80.00

228

A triple row uniform cultured pearl bracelet on
garnet and cultured pearl domed snap £80.00 £120.00

229

An Arts & Crafts single stone black opal ring, claw
set in silver and copper £30.00 - £40.00

230

An oval faceted amethyst necklace in spectacle
chain settings, yellow metal stamped 750 £150.00
- £200.00

231

Old gold items including mesh bracelet, 9ct locket
on chain bracelet, and single cabochon chain
cufflink, all a/f, approx 30g all in £250.00 - £280.00

232

A moss agate and jasper oval pendant in 9ct collet
setting on 9ct chain £80.00 - £120.00

233

An Austro-Hungarian gilt metal necklace in fringe
renaissance style set with green stones, blister
and river pearls with white enamel highlights
£150.00 - £200.00

234

An Edwardian style amethyst and seed pearl
trefoil pendant brooch with amethyst drop, 9ct
yellow gold on 9ct chain £150.00 - £200.00

235

A wooden jewel box containing a quantity of
vintage jewellery including rings, bracelets, bead
necklaces etc £40.00 - £60.00

236

A single row of faceted graduated aquamarine
beads on metal snap stamped silver £30.00 £40.00

237

An oval aquamarine and diamond pendant on
yellow metal chain stamped 14k to/w a yellow
metal scroll style pendant set with two small
diamonds stamped 14k on mesh style chain
stamped 14k to/w gilt metal paste-set pendant on
foxtail chain stamped 14k, approx 8g all in £80.00 £120.00

238

A five-stone old cut diamond ring, 9ct yellow and
white gold claw set £250.00 - £300.00

212

213

A large baroque style brooch featuring blue
moulded intaglio of female with cornucopia having
five simulated pearls, peridot and rose quartz
around, to/w 9ct white gold necklace chain, silver
chains, garnet set stick pin, match box cover etc
£40.00 - £60.00
A 22ct wedding band formed of two rings, each
with separate hallmark, to/w ring clip stamped 9ct,
approx 4.5 g all in £60.00 - £80.00

214

A single row of large coral beads of mixed
cylindrical shapes £50.00 - £80.00

215

A set of three yellow metal shirt studs each set on
the front with plaited hairwork in fitted case, to/w
horseshoe brooch, small compact, faceted drop
earrings and chain bracelet etc £30.00 - £40.00

216

A garnet and diamond cluster ring and garnet
cluster earrings to/w garnet cluster ring with rope
style shoulders £70.00 - £100.00

217

A 9ct half eternity ring set with seven eight-cut
diamonds £80.00 - £120.00

218

A ruby and diamond three-row cluster ring, 9ct
white and yellow gold claw and pave setting
£80.00 - £120.00

219

David Andersen - A Norwegian blue silver gilt
butterfly brooch £20.00 - £30.00

220

A collection of vintage and later costume jewellery
including Swarovski necklace in original box and
9ct yellow gold H & D lady's watch, all a/f £80.00 £120.00

221

A collection of mostly modern costume jewellery
including turquoise set bangle, multi-stone bead
necklace, silver bangles, ring, pendants etc to/w a
silver Hunter pocket watch on silver Albert with
swivel £60.00 - £90.00

222

A 22ct yellow gold D -shaped wedding band
engraved inside with initials and date, and set
inside with ruby, sapphire and diamond, approx
7.5g all in £250.00 - £350.00

239

WITHDRAWN A carved green stone tiki-like
pendant, grey metal setting on grey metal chain,
graduated red beads and row of simulated
tortoiseshell beads £40.00 - £60.00

223

A three stone sapphire ring in matt 18ct yellow
and white gold rubbed over collet setting engraved
inside 28-8-94 etc £200.00 - £300.00

240

A five-stone old cut diamond ring, to/w a 9ct
wedding band, yellow metal amethyst and
diamond ring, peridot and diamond ring £80.00 -
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£120.00
241

A six-row plaited mesh style necklace, 9ct yellow
gold approx 11g £100.00 - £150.00

242

A contemporary ring set with baroque shaped
freshwater pearl and diamond, 18ct white gold
£200.00 - £300.00

243

A large oval amethyst and diamond cocktail ring,
yellow and white metal set, stamped 18ct, 3.5 x 2
cm overall £600.00 - £700.00

258

Three Victorian mourning items including oval
white chalcedony brooch with hair work centre
within ribbon bow, banded agate and sardonyx
with hair work centrepiece and heart shaped gilt
metal locket, all gilt metal set, all a/f £60.00 £80.00

259

Seven rows of various beads including labradorite,
various agates and quartz etc £50.00 - £80.00

260

A stylised woven basket brooch, handmade white
metal setting, set with faceted rock crystal, green
dyed chalcedony and pink cabochons £100.00 £150.00

261

An Art Deco style blue and black glass bead
necklace in original box from Burma to/w an agate
belt of four row gate style with agate buckle,
length approx 63 cm (2) £80.00 - £120.00

244

A rose-gold hollow-linked curb bracelet with 9ct
padlock, each link stamped 9ct having six various
charms attached, approx 37g £300.00 - £400.00

245

An oval citrine ring, yellow metal claw setting
stamped 18ct £100.00 - £150.00

246

An oval sapphire and diamond cluster ring, 18ct
white gold claw setting £200.00 - £300.00

262

247

A faceted citrine drop, yellow metal set, setting
stamped 9ct on box link gold chain stamped 375,
approx 14g (chain) £150.00 - £200.00

A lot containing vintage jewellery including various
Venetian bead necklaces, glass beads, earrings
etc £50.00 - £80.00

263

A mixed lot of vintage and later costume jewellery
including beads, earrings, cufflinks etc £40.00 £60.00

248

A pair of spangled amber drop earrings with grey
metal fittings to/w black ethnic style bracelet with
four masks etc in grey metal setting, silver ARP
264
badge, and Victorian black glass pendant on velvet
band (a/f) £40.00 - £60.00

249

An antique silver locket having monogram at back
£40.00 - £60.00

250

A 9ct Victorian style scroll brooch set with three
amethysts £80.00 - £120.00

251

A triple row of tumbled amethyst beads having oval 266
cabochon in centre £30.00 - £40.00

252

A Siamese niello-work necklace with butterfly
pendant to/w matching butterfly brooch, heart
shaped brooch, dress clip and elliptical brooch
£50.00 - £80.00

253

WITHDRAWN A Victorian bloomed gold fringe
necklace set overall with half pearls, in fitted case
£150.00 - £200.00

254

A Salvador Dali design 18k square pendant, 'La
Madonna de Port Lligat', set with diamonds and
malachite, engraved on back 02-020-015 A-9/10
signed Dali with applied S on back and registered
mark, having fancy link chain attached stamped A9/10 and matching extender/bracelet chain also
stamped A-9/10 £1,500.00 - £1,800.00

255

256

257

A sapphire and diamond cluster ring, the seven
eight-cut diamonds surrounded by dark blue
sapphire in white metal setting stamped 18ct
£100.00 - £150.00
A pair of white metal and cultured pearl drop
earrings hanging from a single diamond stud to/w
a white and red synthetic stone bar brooch to/w
matching hinge earrings converted from a bracelet
£80.00 - £120.00
A pair of cultured pearl and eight cut diamond stud
earrings, white metal set stamped 14k £50.00 £80.00
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265

A drop pendant in the style of Miriam Haskell to/w
a pair of simulated pearl cluster drop earrings
£40.00 - £60.00
A 9ct white gold box link chain having cubic
zirconia cross attached; yellow metal bracelet
(damaged) and a citrine pendant in 9ct mount,
approx 9.8g weighable (3) £80.00 - £120.00
A yellow gold hollow curb linked bracelet, having
three-intaglio seals attached including stone set
and blue enamelled watch key, one jasper, one
amethyst, one bloodstone and one small uncut
amethyst seal, padlock attached stamped 9ct
approx 38g all in £300.00 - £400.00

267

An old cut diamond and pearl crossover ring, 18ct
yellow and white gold claw setting, stamped 18ct
approx 0.50 carats, pearl untested £400.00 £600.00

268

A three stone diamond and sapphire ring, white
metal claw set, stamped plat £400.00 - £600.00

269

A synthetic ruby and rose diamond bar brooch
having synthetic ruby and rose diamond drop
£80.00 - £120.00

270

A 9ct wedding band, 19th century memento mori
ring, and bone gaming fob to/w small selection of
costume jewellery etc in box £40.00 - £60.00

271

A pair of Victorian target style drop earrings, set
with turquoise and Etruscan-style decoration,
having original hook fittings, with later softsoldered hook style catches on back £80.00 £120.00

272

A white metal rope style chain, stamped 750,
approx 17.9g £280.00 - £320.00

273

A large 18ct gentleman's ring having brilliant-cut
white stone, claw set, to centre, approx 14g all in
£180.00 - £220.00

274

A 1950s style diamond-set double crescent and
spray brooch set overall with mostly eight-cut
diamonds in white metal millgrain and claw
settings, fitted with push type safety catch and
safety chain £800.00 - £1,000.00

and small half pearl (3) £120.00 - £150.00
290

An oval black opal ring having brilliant cut
diamonds around, in open basket style setting,
18ct white and yellow gold set £400.00 - £500.00

291

A mixed lot of vintage jewellery including coral
necklace and bracelet formed of small beads
strung as a serpent, coral-set brooch, a yellow
metal hinged bangle stamped 15ct, simulated
pearls, hat pin, mother of pearl hair comb,
brooches, charms etc, approx 8.9g of 15ct
£100.00 - £150.00

275

A large oval shell cameo brooch featuring mother
and child, in gilt metal scroll style mount, the
cameo approx 5.5 x 4.5 cm, 7.5 x 6.5 cm overall
£120.00 - £150.00

276

A long 9ct belcher style chain approx 82.9 g
£600.00 - £700.00

277

A Victorian oval yellow gold locket having applied
292
textured monogram on a cable style chain,
stamped 15ct, approx 71.8g £1,000.00 - £1,200.00 293
An unmarked heavy gilt metal guard chain £50.00 £100.00
294

An eight bar 9ct bracelet, with padlock attached,
approx 36.9g £250.00 - £350.00

A white and yellow metal cross set overall with old
and brilliant cut diamonds, in claw and millgrain
setting having diamond set hanger, 5.5 x 3.5 cm
£150.00 - £200.00

295

A 1903 half sovereign £100.00 - £150.00

296

A 2002 half sovereign in full presentation case c/w
certificate of authenticity £80.00 - £120.00

An Art Deco plaque-style cluster ring set in the
centre with a diamond-shaped sapphire with old
cut diamonds around in milgrain and claw setting,
white metal stamped plat £200.00 - £300.00

297

A 1982 half sovereign £100.00 - £150.00

298

A 1914 half sovereign £100.00 - £150.00

299

A 1923 Turkish gold coin to/w pendant with scroll
motif (2) £100.00 - £150.00

300

A 1780 Maria Theresa Austrian thaler, XF, four US
silver dollars, 1879 (2), 1880 and 1887 F-VF an
1899 Venezuela 900 lei, to/w a 9ct gold lapel pin
(7) £100.00 - £150.00

301

A US 1853 gold dollar £100.00 - £150.00

302

An 1888 Maundy coin set - unboxed £120.00 £150.00

303

A 1792 spade guinea, with welded top-ring
£180.00 - £220.00

304

An 1873 sovereign £170.00 - £200.00

305

A 1911 sovereign £160.00 - £190.00

306

An 1892 sovereign £170.00 - £200.00

307

A 1947 Mexico 50 pesos £750.00 - £850.00

308

A lady's 9ct gold Rotary wristwatch with 21 jewel
movement and silvered dial, on brick-link bracelet,
London 1963 (8 g net of movement), to/w a lady's
silver wristwatch with 15 jewel movement,
Glasgow import 1924 (2) £60.00 - £90.00

309

A gilt metal Salvador Dali design 'Softwatch' by
Exaequo, no. 92011, with white enamel dial
(inspired by Dali's 'The Disintegration of the
Persistence of Time'), 4 cm x 2.5 cm overall, on
original leather simulated snakeskin strap with
shaped gilt metal buckle and tab £140.00 - £160.00

310

A lady's 9ct gold Rotary pendant watch with oval
silvered dial and 21-jewel movement, London 1968,
to/w an Accurist lady's 9ct gold wristwatch, also
with 21-jewel movement, on gilt expanding
bracelet strap, London 1965 (2) £80.00 - £120.00

278
279

280

281

A sapphire and diamond daisy style cluster ring,
yellow and white metal collet set stamped 18ct
£100.00 - £150.00

282

A Victorian rose gold ring set with plaited hair
under glass in centre with half pearls around and
on shoulders £60.00 - £100.00

283

284

A signet ring with monogram initials stamped 9ct;
wedding band stamped 9ct; three-stone opal set
9ct ring; a scroll brooch set with two half pearls,
stamped 9ct; half engraved 9ct bangle, and a
belcher style bracelet stamped 9ct, approx 26.8g
all in (6) £200.00 - £250.00
Three yellow metal rings, two set with small old
cut diamonds and one initialled signet ring, all
stamped 18ct approx 6.3g all in £100.00 - £150.00

285

A Chinese style bracelet of square malachite
beads interspersed with tubular unmarked yellow
metal links, with yellow metal mounted malachite
seated buddha pendant £1,000.00 - £1,200.00

286

A 9ct flat box linked chain bracelet, approx 35.9g
£300.00 - £400.00

287

A stick coral necklace (a/f) with matching earrings
and a quantity of costume jewellery including
simulated pearls etc £30.00 - £40.00

288

A lady's 9ct square cased wristwatch having
circular dial on gilt metal strap to/w a silver locket
having soldered fob brooch attached, and an Art
Deco imitation pearl and chain necklace £60.00 £80.00

289

An almandine garnet and seed pearl Art Nouveau
pendant suspended from a garnet set bar brooch
to/w an aquamarine set pendant suspended from a 311
9ct bar brooch and a 9ct bar brooch set with opal
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1912 half sovereign, loose-fitted in brooch mount
£80.00 - £120.00
A 1912 sovereign £180.00 - £220.00

A quantity of ladies' and gentlemen's
wristwatches, including Seiko 5 Automatic with
blue dial, Sekonda, Accurist, Accu 2, etc. - all in

used condition £50.00 - £70.00
312

bracelet strap, London 1973, 26.7 g gross weight
£200.00 - £250.00

A gentleman's stainless steel Omega wristwatch
with 17-jewel movement no.14110026 on
expanding bracelet, to/w a Rotary Sapphire
wristwatch, with gate-link strap (2) £150.00 £200.00

330

Seventeen assorted 19th century cups and
saucers to include Zachariah Boyle, Bowers,
Ridgway, Copeland, Brown-Westhead, Moore &
Co., Mrs Bowring (17) £80.00 - £120.00

313

A Victorian silver pocket watch with key-wind lever
movement no. 8050 by W. Flinn & Son., London,
the case London 1883, to/w a nickel pocket watch
with top-wind Swiss movement with stop-watch (2)
£60.00 - £90.00

331

Twenty assorted 19th century cups and saucers
to include Zachariah Boyle, Ridgway, G.F.
Bowers, Coalport, Hicks and Meigh, BrownWesthead, Moore & Co and Hamilton (20) £100.00
- £200.00

314

A Swiss fob watch with 18k engraved back and
enamel dial, the key-wind movement with eight
rubies £100.00 - £150.00

332

315

A Victorian silver pair-case pocket watch with
fusee movement, London 1860 £100.00 - £150.00

316

A standard pocket watch, .935 grade, to/w a
nickel pocket watch, a Waltham gilt hunter
(lacking cover), two base metal watch chains and
a gentleman's gilt metal Micro-Star wristwatch
with expanding strap £40.00 - £60.00

Seventeen assorted 19th century cups and
saucers to include Davenport, Ridgway, Daniel,
Alcock, Derby, Zachariah Boyle and Coalport to/w
a Brown-Westhead, Moore & Co teacup, saucer
and matching circular twin handle plate £100.00 £200.00

333

Twenty assorted 19th century cups and saucers
to include Ridgway, Coalport, Hilditch, G.F.
Bowers, Machins, Alcock, Brown Westhead &
Moore, Daniel and other (20) £100.00 - £200.00

317

A silver pocket watch with Swiss 17-jewel top-wind 334
movement, Glasgow import 1924, to/w a .935
standard lady's fob watch with key-wind movement
(2) £60.00 - £90.00
335

318

319

An Elgin gilt metal pocket watch with top-wind
movement, the enamel dial with subsidiary
seconds dial £40.00 - £60.00
A gentleman's gilt metal Omega De Ville
wristwatch with automatic movement and silvered
tonneau dial with date aperture (no strap), to/w a
gentleman's stainless steel Omega wristwatch
with automatic movement (lacks 'winder') (2)
£100.00 - £150.00

320

A lady's 18kt Omega Ladymatic wristwatch with
24-jewel automatic movement, champagne dial
with gilt batons, on leather strap £80.00 - £120.00

321

An Asprey gentleman's 9ct gold wristwatch, the
silvered dial with subsidiary seconds hand,
Birmingham 1947, on later leather strap £100.00 £150.00
A gentleman's Rotary 9ct gold wristwatch with 17jewel Incabloc movement with cream dial and
centre seconds, Birmingham 1957, on leather
strap £100.00 - £150.00

322

323

A lady's 9ct gold Omega wristwatch on flexible
mesh bracelet strap, Birmingham 1965, 29.4 g
gross weight £250.00 - £300.00

324

A late Victorian silver pocket watch with key-wind
fusee and lever movement, no. 98897 by John
Forrest, London Chronometer Maker to the
Admiralty, the engraved silver dial with gilt Gothic
chapters and subsidiary seconds hand,
Birmingham 1898, to/w a double Albert watch
chain with T-bar and two dog clips, Chester 1920
£70.00 - £90.00

325

A lady's Accurist 9ct gold wristwatch with 17-jewel
movement and oval gilt dial and flexible textured
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Twelve 19th century assorted trios (teacup, coffee
cup and saucer) including Coalport, Davenport,
Ridgway, Yates and others £100.00 - £200.00
Eleven 19th century assorted trios (teacup, coffee
cup and saucer) including Coalport, Daniel,
Ridgway and other £100.00 - £200.00

336

Ten 19th century assorted trios (teacup, coffee
cup and saucer) including Ridgway, Hicks and
Meigh, Brown-Westhead & Moore to/e a Coalport
trio and matching bowl £100.00 - £200.00

337

Ten 19th century assorted trios (teacup, coffee
cup and saucer) including Ridgway, Masons,
Coalport, Rockingham, Chambers Worcester,
Zachariah Boyle, Alcock to/w a Brown-Westhead
and Moore trio and matching bowl £100.00 £200.00

338

A late 19th century Cauldon 'Tea for One' service
decorated with a garland of pink roses, bearing
Burley & Co, Chicago retail mark and comprising
teapot and cover, sucrier, creamer, teacup and
saucer to/w a Cauldon muffin dish and cover with
two matching plates and lozenge shaped dish and
a rectangular dish £40.00 - £60.00

339

A Victorian Clarke & Cope part tea service
decorated in the Chinoiserie style with flowers,
basket and foliage comprising teapot and cover,
sucrier and cover, bowl, three cups and three
saucers, c.1845 to/w a Ridgway tea service, c.
1840, the apricot and gilded borders decorated
with 'Hollins' style floral sprays, patt. 2/5846 and
comprising teapot, cover and stand, two sucriers
and covers, creamer, bowl, three teacups, three
saucers and a square dish. £60.00 - £80.00

340

An early Victorian Ridgways cabaret set
decorated with floral sprays within a scrolling gilt
borders and comprising a square tray, teapot and
cover, sugar bowl, milk jug, sucrier and cover, two
teacups and two saucers, late 1840's £150.00 -

341

£250.00

£120.00

A Ridgways 19th century part breakfast set
351
decorated in the 'Dollar' pattern, no 2/161 and
comprising teapot and cover, sugar box and cover,
creamer, tureen, cover and stand, six side plates,
352
breakfast cup and saucer and coffee cup £100.00 £150.00

Eight 19th century teapots including Alcock,
Hicks & Meigh, Newhall, Chamberlain Worcester,
Ridgway and Minton (8) £100.00 - £150.00

342

Seven Ridgway 19th century teapots and covers,
c. 1810 - 1840's including patterns: 2/6929,
2/3782, 2/893, 2/1039 and 2/620 (7) £80.00 £120.00

343

A rare 19th century Ridgway lilac ground plate
having a fern moulded border and classical figural
pate-sur-pate decoration to the centre, 22.5 cm
diam. to/w a large Ridgway punch bowl moulded
with a fox hunting scene, 27.5 cm diam., twin
handle urn raised on a square pedestal base
decorated with putti and a similar chocolate cup
(4) £80.00 - £120.00

344

Three 19th century Staffordshire dishes and five
plates having ornate moulded and gilded borders
and hand painted centres of fruit, baskets of
flowers, rural scenes, exotic birds etc. (8) £100.00
- £150.00

353

A 19th century Ridgway vine moulded sauce
tureen with fixed stand and cover and four
matching plates, 20.5 cm diam., painted with
landscape scenes with buildings and figures, patt.
577 to/w a similar moulded plate painted with
figures and sheep on a country road, patt. 326 (6)
£80.00 - £120.00

354

A pair of 19th century cornucopia vases raised on
rectangular plinths, blue ground decorated in relief
with apricot and gilt moulded acanthus leaves,
possibly Alcock, 21.5 cm h. to/w a Ridgway twin
handled urn painted with figures and building in a
landscape to one side and polychrome flowers to
reverse, 16.5 cm h., a small Ridgway vase painted
with a reserve of flowers, 12.5 cm and two
Staffordshire spill vases (6) £40.00 - £60.00

345

Ridgway - a rare pink ground oval footed centre
piece with vine moulded handles, an oval matching
dish and two 20.5 cm diam. plates, c. 1820s to/w
four pastel ground plates with moulded borders (8)
£60.00 - £80.00

346

A Ridgway early 19th century part tea service
355
decorated in the Imari palette, pattern 2/781 and
comprising teapot, cover and stand, sugar box and
cover, creamer, bowl, saucer dish, two teacups,
two coffee cups and two saucers £150.00 £200.00

347

Three 19th century Staffordshire dessert plates
and a footed rectangular dish, green ground,
having pierced borders and painted to the centre
with botanical specimens to/w two Victorian
Staffordshire dessert plates and matching dish,
green ground, painted with floral sprays (7)
£100.00 - £150.00

348

Ridgway tea wares depicting variations of the '841'
pattern and comprising two late London shape
teapots and covers, sucrier and cover, serving
plate, teacup, coffee cup and saucer, patt. 2/578
to/w New English shape teacup, coffee cup and
saucer, patt. 2/1073 and New English shape six
teacups, five saucers and slop bowl patt. 1/1212
£80.00 - £120.00

349

Eight 19th century sugar boxes and covers
including Zachariah Boyle, Newhall, Ridgway and
Alcock (8) £100.00 - £150.00

350

An early 19th century Ridgway part tea service
having a cobalt blue band and blue floral sprigs
and gilt, Old English shape, patt. 2/1153,
comprising teapot, cover and stand, creamer,
sugar box and cover, bowl, seven coffee cups, five
teacups, six saucers, two x 20 cm plates £80.00 -
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A small collection of early 19th century
polychrome creamware comprising a Ridgway vine
moulded part dessert service, patt. 617,
comprising four circular dishes, one oval dish and
three plates to/w a circular plate having a moulded
dog rose border and sepia transfer print of horses
in a rural setting, 20.5 cm diam., a grey dog rose
moulded border dish and matching plate, Ridgway
'Fairmount Gardens' plate, 19.5 cm diam. and an
oval pink ground dish (13) £50.00 - £80.00

An early 19th century breakfast/tea service
decorated with pink dog roses on a powder blue
ground, possibly Minton, comprising a large
rectangular serving dish raised on four ball and
claw feet, 45 x 22 cm, two x 24 cm plates, saucer
dish, 21.5 cm diam., slop bowl, two fruit bowls, 17
cm dia., two shallow bowls/plates, 18.5 cm dia.,
two teacups, two coffee cups and two saucers, c.
1815 £200.00 - £300.00

356

A rare Ridgway oval footed dish and two matching
circular stands painted with floral reserves on a
blue ground, patt. 845 to/w an Old English shape
sucrier and cover, patt. 2/1214, an Old English
trio, patt. 2/111 and an Old English trio, patt.
2/1034 £150.00 - £200.00

357

An early Victorian Ridgway tea and coffee service
decorated with pink bands and gilding , patt.
2/7049, comprising teapot, cover and stand,
creamer, sucrier and cover, bowl, two cake plates,
six teacups, six coffee cups, seven saucers,
c.1840 (26) £120.00 - £160.00

358

Zachariah Boyle - teapot, cover and stand and
matching sugar box and cover, highly gilded with
reserves of mazarine blue and floral sprays to/w
another teapot and cover, sugar box and cover and
creamer decorated in a similar manner (6) £100.00
- £200.00

359

A Ridgway early 19th century part dessert service
having gilded rich cobalt blue borders and
decorated to the centres with handpainted

landscapes with buildings and figures, comprising
a twin handle centre piece, 39 cm long x 24.5 cm
wide x 17 cm high, circular dish and five plates,
21.5 cm diam., c. 1820s (7) £350.00 - £550.00
360

361

362

363

364

365

366

367

green printed marks (one replacement red printed
matching cup), c/w original presentation case
£150.00 - £200.00

368
A Ridgway early 19th century tea and coffee
service decorated with a puce transfer print of
Arcadian and allegorical scenes, comprising a
hexagonal teapot, cover and stand, creamer, bowl,
two plates, six teacups, nine coffee cups, seven
369
saucers, c. 1820s £150.00 - £250.00
A Ridgway late 19th century children's dinner
service, 'Hyde' pattern comprising four graduated
oval meat plates, soup tureen, cover & stand, two
tureens and stands (no covers), tureen and cover
and tureen base, twelve x 11.5 cm plates, five
soup plates and six x 9.3 cm plates to/w Ridgway
Humphrey Clock children's part tea service
decorated with scenes from Dickens novels
comprising teapot & cover, milk jug, sugar bowl,
four cups & five saucers and a Ridgway Imari
decorated tea service comprising a hexagonal
teapot & cover, milk jug, sugar bowl, six teacups
and six saucers and other children's/doll's china
£30.00 - £50.00
Yates 19th century circular sucrier and cover, blue
ground decorated with floral vignettes and gilt
cross-hatching to/w a matching creamer, two
plates, two coffee cups, one teacup and two
saucers and an additional creamer, teacup, coffee
cup and two saucers decorated with gilt oak
leaves on a blue ground £70.00 - £90.00
A 19th century Ridgway teapot, cover & stand,
creamer, coffee cup, teacup and saucer, mazarine
ground decorated with apricot reserves and
rectangular panels painted with flowers to/w an
Alcock creamer, two plates, coffee cup, teacup
and saucer, mazarine ground decorated with oak
leaves £70.00 - £100.00
19th century 'Greek Key' border in blue and yellow
or blue and apricot, patt. 841, painted with floral
sprays, various factories including Hicks & Meigh,
Ridgway and Alcock including a sugar box and
cover with butterfly finial £80.00 - £120.00
Early 19th century china, Greek Key border in
blue and yellow, '841' pattern, various factories to
include Hicks & Meigh and Carey possibly Clews,
each piece handpainted to the centre with male
and female country characters in landscapes,
comprising a bowl, 18 cm diam., five assorted
cups - breakfast, tea and coffee, seven assorted
saucers and a plate, 21.5 cm diam. £250.00 £450.00
A Ridgway dessert service, mid 19th century,
mazarine blue ground, gilt highlighted apricot
leaves with central reserves of handpainted
landscapes and seascapes, comprising oval twin
handle footed dish, similar circular dish and six
plates, 23.2 cm dia., c. 1850 (8) £250.00 - £350.00
A late Victorian Royal Crown Derby coffee service
decorated in the Imari style, date cypher for 1896,
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An Aynsley Art Deco coffee service having green
butterfly handles and finial to the coffee pot,
printed marks and comprising coffee pot, creamer,
sugar bowl, six coffee cups and six saucers (15)
£300.00 - £500.00
Royal Worcester blush ground twin handle vase,
shape 2440, decorated with sprays of wild flowers,
20 cm h., date cypher 1909 £80.00 - £120.00

370

A pair of Royal Worcester blush ground twin
handle vases decorated with floral sprays, shape
1747, date cypher 1901, 17 cm h. (2) £150.00 £200.00

371

A matched pair of Royal Worcester blush ground
jugs decorated with wild flowers, coral formed
handles, shape 1507, 21.5 cm h., one puce mark,
1896, the other grey/black mark 1903 (2) £200.00 £250.00

372

James Hadley (1837-1903) for Royal Worcester
porcelain figural oil lamp (converted to electricity)
modelled as two children beneath trees and a frog,
approx 47 cm high to top of oil reserve £120.00 £150.00

373

A pair of Amherst Japan footed punch bowls, 31
cm diam. to/w two matching smaller bowls, 27 cm
& 21 cm diam. (4) £80.00 - £120.00

374

Two pairs of Victorian fireside spaniels with copper
lustre decoration, 25 & 30 cm (4) £50.00 - £80.00

375

A pair of Royal Crown Derby twin handle vases,
ornately gilded blue ground with two oval
handpainted floral cartouche by R. Cotton, date
cypher 1902, 21 cm h. (2) £50.00 - £80.00
A continental porcelain comport, the pierced bowl
decorated in bold relief with flowers and
strawberries supported by four cherubs, approx.
33 cm diam. x 12.5 cm h. £150.00 - £200.00

376

377

A pair of Sitzendorf oval porcelain girandole
mirrors, the scrolling frames decorated in bold
relief with roses and other flowers and each having
a putto holding a floral garland, each mirror with
two detachable candle holders, approx. 48 cm
long x 28 cm wide (2) £400.00 - £500.00

378

A pair of 19th century Rudolstadt Volkstedt figures
of a lady and gentleman standing on a naturalistic
rocky circular bases, underglaze blue marks, 42 &
39 cm h. (2) £250.00 - £450.00

379

A pair of Derby style pails, blue ground with gilded
foliate decoration and two reserves handpainted
with flowers, 12 cm h. to/w a similar larger pail,
13.5 cm h., painted 424 to base of all (3) £100.00 £150.00

380

A 19th century French porcelain ovoid vase and
cover, bleu ciel ground, twisted and gilded ribbon
style handles and two oval gilt edged reserves
finely painted with a basket of fruit and flowers, 27
cm h. to/w an early 19th century Sevres

rectangular porcelain tea caddy and cover
decorated with sprays of flowers and insects,
underglaze blue mark, 12 cm h. (2) £150.00 £250.00

cm h. to/w a pair of Scottish figures on horseback,
29.5 cm h. (4) £50.00 - £80.00

381

A pair of continental porcelain twin branch
candelabra, each column supporting a figure of
Cupid and adorned with flowers and foliage in bold
relief, underglaze blue factory mark to base, 34
cm h. (2) £100.00 - £200.00

382

A continental porcelain rococo style reticulated
bowl surmounted by three cherubs holding a
garland of flowers and foliage, approx. 30 cm long
x 22 cm high £80.00 - £120.00

383

Nine Victorian Crown Derby dinner plates
decorated in the Imari style, pattern 524, 26.5 cm
diam. to/w with seven matching 22.5 cm plates,
some date cyphers for 1884, printed and
impressed marks (16) £80.00 - £120.00

394

A pair of continental porcelain four branch
candelabra, the pedestals decorated in bold relief
with two cherubs, birds, flowers and foliage on a
scrolling base, the detachable top with five
sconces decorated with flowers and foliage, 55 cm
h. (2) £250.00 - £300.00

395

A pair of continental bisque figures, the lady
modelled paddling with a dog, the gentleman with
hunting hound and gun, both raised on scrolling
rococo bases with a central reserve painted with a
lake scene, impressed L & M to base, 46 cm h.
(2) £100.00 - £200.00

396

A pair of continental bisque figures of a lady and
gentleman in 18th century style, 35 cm h. (2)
£130.00 - £150.00

397

A pair of continental bisque figures of a lady and
gentleman resting on a tree stump raised on a
circular naturalistic bases, impressed M & F to
base, 56 cm h. (2) £300.00 - £500.00

398

A matched pair of continental bisque figures of a
lady and gentleman standing beside a tree trunk,
impressed HC to base of the lady, both with
separate circular pink bases with three gilded feet,
45 cm h (2) £2,150.00 - £250.00

399

A pair of continental figures of Cupid decorated in
bold relief with flowers and foliage, 30 cm h (2)
£100.00 - £150.00

384

Royal Crown Derby tea wares, pattern 1128,
comprising three x 16 cm plates, thirteen assorted
saucers, one teacup and a sugar bowl (18) £40.00
- £60.00

385

A pair of continental porcelain twin branch
candelabra, each with a pair of courting couples
raised on an oval rococo base, 26 cm h. (2)
£100.00 - £150.00

386

A Victorian Staffordshire model of a cow and calf
raised on a naturalistic oval base, 20 cm high to/w
a similar pottery spill vase with cow and calf, 29
cm high (2) £80.00 - £120.00

400

387

A pair of Royal Crown Derby twin handle urns
decorated in the Imari style, pattern 1128, raised
on chamfered square bases, 42 cm h. (2) £100.00 £200.00

Three circular bisque plaques moulded with
scenes of courting couples in rural settings, 25.5
cm diam. to/w two similar oval plaques decorated
with a boy or girl seated on a fence (5) £100.00 £150.00

388

A pair of ormolu-mounted blue vases and covers,
401
each with two oval reserves painted with a courting
couple and a lakeland scene, 39 cm h. (2)
£100.00 - £150.00

A Meissen porcelain figure of a male singer
holding sheet music in his right hand, resting on a
tree stump with a lamb and hat at his feet, raised
on a scrolling base, 27 cm h. £150.00 - £250.00

389

A pair of large Victorian Staffordshire flatbacks of
Scottish soldiers on horseback, 37 cm h. to/w a
Victorian Staffordshire spill vase decorated with a
couple, the man seated and playing a lute, 20.5
cm h (2) £40.00 - £60.00

402

An early Derby style allegorical figure of a man
beside a flaming urn with a small cannon at his
feet, 25 cm h. £80.00 - £120.00

403

A continental porcelain figural group of a seated
couple and young girl with bird and birdcage raised
on an oval base, 21 cm h. £50.00 - £80.00

404

A pair of Sitzendorf porcelain comports, the tall
pedestals entwined with climbing roses and
supporting three cherubs playing musical
instruments, the detachable pierced bowls in the
form of baskets and also decorated to the exterior
with roses and foliage, 43 cm h (2) £400.00 £600.00

405

A large continental porcelain comport raised on a
scrolling base with three small bowls of shell form,
the tall pedestal decorated in bold relief with
flowers and foliage and supporting three figures,
the pierced bowl also decorated to the exterior
with flowers and foliage, 58 cm h. £300.00 £500.00

390

391

A continental pair of porcelain wine flagons,
possibly Sitzendorf, moulded with putti riding
dolphins and mythical sea animals, supported by
mermaids, underglaze blue mark to the base, 39
cm h. (2) £150.00 - £250.00
A pair of late 19th century Vion & Baury bisque
figures of a lady and gentleman in 18th century
style costumes, blue pad mark to the base, lady
impressed 637, approx. 44 cm h. (2) £150.00 £250.00

392

Five Victorian Staffordshire flatbacks of men on
horseback including Tom King and Campbell, 23
cm - 30 cm (5) £50.00 - £80.00

393

A pair of Victorian Staffordshire flatbacks of figures
reclining on chaise longue and holding violins, 22
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406

A Dresden style porcelain sectional comport, the
lower section of the pedestal raised on three tall
cabriole legs each surmounted by a song bird on a
branch with flowers and foliage, the middle section
with a pierced base and moulded with putti
amongst bull rushes and the third section an open
bowl painted with flowers to the interior and
exterior within a green scale border, approx 80 cm
high, underglaze blue marks to legs £500.00 £700.00

407

A pair of Victorian plates painted with a young girl
and boy, signed Mary Salisbury, June 1880, 24
cm diam (2) £40.00 - £60.00

408

A pair of Sitzendorf porcelain wall brackets
decorated in bold relief with cherubs, flowers and
foliage, 22.5 cm long x 19.5 cm wide £100.00 £150.00

409

A pair of Victorian Moore wall pockets each
moulded in the form of a birds nest with a cherub
and covered in forget me nots, retailed T Goode &
Co, 18.5 cm long, to/w two Worcester style cream
ground ewers decorated with gilded blossom,
foliage and butterflies (4) £60.00 - £80.00

410

A large Sitzendorf porcelain bevel glass wall
mirror, the sectional frame profusely decorated in
bold relief with flowers, foliage and cherubs, 99 cm
high x 61 cm approximately £1,200.00 - £1,500.00

411

A large Royal Doulton Mad Hatter character jug,
D6598, to/w twelve small Royal Doulton character
jugs including Parson Brown, Pied Piper D6462;
Granny 6382; Mr Micawber Fat Boy; Beefeater
D6233; Amy; Old Charley D5527, Sairey Gam
D5528; Tony Phipots; Simon Cellar (13) £120.00 £150.00

century cream ware teapot having a double twisted
handle with floral terminals and painted with a lady
with a bird and buildings, 13 cm high (6) £40.00 £60.00
417

An Iznik bowl, the interior decorated with fish in
the traditional style, 32 cm diam, to/w a Yixing
teapot with famille rose enamelled decoration of a
dragon, insects and flowers and a terracotta
teapot with incised and glazed exterior and cover
(3) £50.00 - £80.00

418

A continental porcelain model of Hogarth's dog
'Trump' lying on a rectangular chamfered base, 11
x 8.5 cm to/w a 19th century candlestick figure of
Harlequin, 28 cm high, a pair of French faience
figures - Cries of Paris and a French faience figural
group (5) £60.00 - £80.00

419

A 19th century glass flute with vine etching and
thumb-nail facets, 14.7 cm to/w a glass rummer
with rough pontil, a sugar crusher and approx ten
marbles, 14.5 cm high £30.00 - £40.00

420

Royal Worcester blush ground floral decorated
wares comprising a squat vase with fluted neck,
shape 991, dated 1901, 8 cm, a trumpet vase,
shape 1790, dated 1903, 13.5 cm, a cream jug,
shape 1094, dated 1908, two teacups and one
saucer, shape 1564, 1893 (6) £80.00 - £120.00

421

Three Victorian Royal Worcester shot enamel
figures, comprising a jester, no 2313, 17.5 cm
high; lady with basket (patent), 16.5 cm high and
a Gentleman with sack, no 1875, 18 cm high (3)
£180.00 - £220.00

422

A Royal Copenhagen owl, no. 2999, Redwing, no.
1235, pair of kingfishers, no. 1769 and pair of
finches, no. 1189 (4) £50.00 - £80.00

412

A Mintons Art Pottery Studio Kensington Gore
cache-pot, brown ground, painted with white
poppies and dandelions within gilded borders, 22
cm high x 27 cm diam (including handles),
impressed and printed marks, circa 1871-75
£100.00 - £150.00

423

A porcelain model of a seated Bassett hound,
possibly Scandinavian, 18 cm high to/w a Royal
Copenhagen spherical small vase decorated with a
daisy and butterfly, Bing & Grondahl slender small
vase, 13.5 cm high, two seated porcelain dogs
and a lamb (6) £30.00 - £50.00

413

A pair of late 18th/early 19th century Whieldon
style plates with moulded rope style shaped
edges, 24.3 cm diam to/w a Whieldon style figure
of a lady playing a fiddle, 10 cm high (3) £60.00 £80.00

424

An early 19th century Wedgwood blue and white
plate transfer decorated with water lilies, 25 cm
diam £40.00 - £60.00

425

Six Royal Crown Derby paperweights decorated in
the Imari style comprising a frog, seated cat,
pheasant, Hawthorn hedgehog, coal tit, ladybird
(6) £100.00 - £150.00

426

A Royal Crown Derby 'Old Imari' jam pot c/w brass
cover to/w a Royal Crown Derby miniature teapot
and an Imari decorated match pot in the form of a
top hat (3) £40.00 - £60.00

427

Two Royal Doulton figures - Veronica and Orange
Seller, HN 1329 £80.00 - £120.00

428

A heavy green flash glass water jug, 22.5 cm high
to/w an amber glass spherical decanter with strap
handle, rough pontil, brass collar and cork and
brass stopper, 19 cm to rim of decanter, and a
hexagonal blue glass perfume bottle with gilt
decoration c/w a stopper of floral form £50.00 -

414

415

416

An English 18th century slipware rectangular dish
decorated with a diamond pattern, 33 x 26 cm
to/w a metal black ware double handle mug and a
Wedgwood Jasperware oval portrait plaque of Dr
John Fothergill (3) £60.00 - £80.00
A Continental salt glazed charger having a
reticulated border and incised floral decoration to
the centre, 38 cm diam to/w a porcelain bowl and
cover in the form of a sunflower, 17.5 cm diam (2)
£50.00 - £80.00
Five early 19th century octagonal cream ware
plates, black transfer decorated with scenes of
Paris, four impressed Choisy to base, one
impressed Wedgwood, 22.5 cm to/w an early 19th
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£70.00

vertical facets £60.00 - £80.00

429

A Poole pottery 'Peacock' charger, 42 cm diam
£40.00 - £60.00

430

A Sitzendorf porcelain heart shaped bevel table
mirror, decorated in bold relief with sprays of
flowers and foliage and surmounted with two
cherubs holding a floral garland, underglaze blue
mark to top of the frame, approx 36 cm long
£100.00 - £200.00

431

A Meissen porcelain figural group depicting a
seated putto making hot chocolate raised on a
scrolling rococo base, underglaze blue crossed
swords to base, 11.5 cm high £100.00 - £150.00

432

A New Hall bowl, 16 cm diam., tea bowl and
saucer decorated with the 'Boy in the Window'
pattern, to/w a Barr, Flight & Barr period saucer
dish decorated in the Imari style, impressed mark
to base, circa 1807-13 (4) £50.00 - £80.00

433

Stonier & Co rectangular blue and white transfer
decorated dish incorporating a sauce well with
printed 'White Star Line' emblem, 15.5 x 23 cm
£30.00 - £50.00

434

A Victorian Doulton Lambeth Dewars whisky jug,
to/w a large glazed pottery two-handled wassailing
cup inscribed Vernon Noon, Branstone, with blue
applied decoration (2) £40.00 - £60.00

435

A rectangular porcelain plaque painted with an
unglazed study of a naked child on a doorstep
with closed door, pencil inscription to side, 28 x
17.5 cm, the reverse with stuck down newspaper,
c. 1930s £30.00 - £50.00

436

A cranberry glass decanter and stopper, jug, posy
vase, Mary Gregory style mug painted with a boy,
an Art Nouveau style specimen flute, to/w a yellow
tinged wine decanter and three glasses with
foliate, enamelled and gilded decoration and a cut
glass ewer (9) £80.00 - £120.00

437

438

440

441

A pair of early 19th century green glass decanters
of tapering form with mushroom stoppers, having
two facetted neck ring and facetted body, ground
out pontil base, 26 cm high to/w four conical
glasses with blade knop stem and ground out
pontils, 13.2 cm high and six other glasses (12)
£100.00 - £200.00

443

A Staffordshire flatback depicting the death of
Nelson 18.5 cm high to/w flatback of two seated
Scottish children with arms held high, 15 cm high;
a small flatback of two spaniels and a barrel, 10.5
cm high, a pair of Staffordshire sheep and a small
Meissen style figure of a boy playing bagpipes,
10.5 cm high, impressed mark G11 42(6) £60.00 £80.00

444

A Beswick model of a donkey to/w a studio
pottery model of a nanny goat, 15 cm high (2)
£30.00 - £50.00

445

A Doulton Lambeth stoneware jardiniere decorated
with floral and foliate swags, dated 1883, 19 cm x
20.3 cm h. £50.00 - £80.00

446

Two 19th century Dutch Delft tiles depicting
religious subjects, 13 cm square (2) £30.00 £40.00

447

A 19th century blue and white meat plate transfer
decorated in a Chinoiserie style with figures in a
garden, fence, river, trees, flowers and foliage with
a border with cartouche of dragons, 39 x 52.5 cm
to/w a Willow pattern meat plate, Copeland &
Garrett, late Spode, 45.5 x 58 cm and another
willow pattern plate 27.5 x 36.5 cm (3) £100.00 £150.00

448

A Victorian Alcock part dinner service, the shaped
blue border enclosing floral painted centres and
comprising a large meat dish incorporating a gravy
well, 43 x 53.5 cm, four dinner plates and a square
dish (6) £100.00 - £200.00

A 19th century Bohemian amber flash glass
449
hexagonal scent bottle having circular reserves
engraved with names of towns, flowers and foliage,
15 cm high £50.00 - £70.00
A pair of Victorian Royal Crown Derby twin handle 450
vases, blue ground richly overlaid with gilded
foliage, birds and butterflies, the handles with
mask terminations, 14.5 cm h. (2) £70.00 £100.00

439

442

A 19th century Bohemian ruby flash glass square
ink bottle, having hinged metal mounts and
separate copper and brass stand, 15 cm high
(including stand) £40.00 - £60.00
Three sherry/port glasses with octagonal facetted
bowls, long facetted stems on circular plain feet,
the bowls gilded with garlands, 14 cm high to/w
two matching liquor glasses and a gilded
hexagonal scent bottle (6) £60.00 - £80.00
A 19th century cut glass bonboniere and cover,
probably Irish, having a floral and foliate garland
above cut bands and a star cut circular base with
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A collection of vine etched wine glasses to/w four
liquor glasses etched with zodiac signs, and other
drinking glasses (box) £50.00 - £80.00
A collection of traditionally decorated Dresden
porcelain including a leaf shaped dish, 24.5 cm
diam, elliptical dish, small teapot, milk jug and
sugar bowl, ink stand etc (15) £100.00 - £150.00

451

A part suite of heavy cut crystal drinking glasses
including twelve champagne bowls and seven
water tumblers (26) £100.00 - £200.00

452

James Hadley (1837-1903) for Royal Worcester
porcelain figural oil lamp (converted to electricity)
modelled in the form of a Grecian lady, her robes
decorated in shot enamels, approximately 70 cm
to top of oil reservoir, shape 1743, date cypher
1893 £200.00 - £400.00

453

Two Meissen fluted plates/shallow bowls with
moulded basket weave borders painted with floral
sprays, underglaze blue crossed swords to the
base, 24 cm diam to/w four similar plates having
crossed swords and dot to base (6) £250.00 -

£350.00

five x 24 cm plates (6) £60.00 - £80.00

454

A Royal Doulton Burslem cabaret set, blush
ground decorated with floral sprays and gilded
borders, comprising a rectangular tray, 35.5 x 40
cm to/w six cups and six saucers and a similar
fluted plate, 23 cm (14) £100.00 - £150.00

469

A Spode Italian tea service comprising a teapot,
milk jug, sugar bowl, five x 19 cm plates, seven x
16 cm plates, eight large tea cups, six large
saucers, seven standard tea cups, nine standard
saucers and five others (50) £80.00 - £120.00

455

A Continental porcelain oval wall mirror decorated
in relief with flowers and surmounted by two
angels, bevelled plate, 29.5 cm high £100.00 £150.00

470

456

A Beswick group, mare and foal, raised on a
rectangular base, no. 1811 £40.00 - £60.00

A late 18th/early 19th century porcelain blue and
white chestnut basket decorated to the centre with
a willow pattern, 25 cm wide x 12 cm high to/w
two matching oval dishes with reticulated borders,
27.5 x 24.5 cm and 23.5 x 21 cm and eleven
circular plates, 19 cm diam. (14) £350.00 - £400.00

457

A Vienna porcelain model of a dancing Lipizzaner
horse and rider raised on an oval base inscribed
Hofburg Wien 24 cm high £40.00 - £50.00

471

458

A Wemyss blanc de chine seated pig, impressed
mark, 9.5 cm high x approx 17 cm long £60.00 £80.00

A early 19th century Wedgwood blue and white
jug moulded with hunting scenes and having a
hound moulded handle and later pewter cover and
mounts, 16 cm (to top of handle) to/w a Pratt ware
pot lid and base decorated with a transfer print of
shells, 11 cm diam. (2) £30.00 - £50.00

459

A Bohemian ruby flash glass night time water
decanter and stopper with matching tumbler
having etched writhen star cut bands, gilt enamel
decoration, 22.5 cm high £50.00 - £70.00

472

Regency Spode blue and white teapot, Spode
Italian pattern bachelor pot and three dishes and
two glass decanters (7) £50.00 - £70.00

473

A box of 19th century decorative china including a
'Real Ironstone China' oval meat plate, 30 c 36.6
cm, Royal China Works, Worcester plate
decorated in the Chinese style, Imari Spode
Ironstone plate, Spode willow pattern saucer dish,
Creamware oval dish with a reticulated basket
border, Staffordshire creamer with floral decoration
etc. £80.00 - £120.00

474

A box of 19th century decorative china, mainly
English, including cabinet teacups and saucers,
cake plates, Copeland milk jug etc. and a
Sitzendorf figural group of a courting couple, the
standing girl holding a lute, 16 cm h. £100.00 £150.00

460

A Royal Worcester part tea service, blush ground
decorated with gilt-edged ferns, having scrolling
and reticulated borders, no 1471, circa 1894
comprising seven saucers, nine teacups and four
21.5 cm plates, pattern 1426, date cypher 1894
(20) £180.00 - £220.00

461

A Swarovski crystal annual Edition 1998 'Fabulous
Creatures' - The Pegasus c/w certificate and
presentation case £150.00 - £180.00

462

A Swarovski crystal annual edition 1996 'Fabulous
Creatures', - The Unicorn c/w certificate and
presentation case £150.00 - £180.00

463

A Swarovski crystal annual edition 1996 'Fabulous
Creatures', - Dragon, in presentation case £150.00
- £180.00

475

An antique spherical pottery spouting vessel with
naive incised decoration, approximately 24 cm h.
£60.00 - £80.00

464

A Swarovski crystal annual edition 1996 'Fabulous
Creatures', - The Pegasus c/w case £150.00 £180.00

476

A large antique earthenware two-handled jar with
simple painted decoration, 32.5 cm h. £60.00 £80.00

465

A Continental porcelain comport, the scrolling
base and pedestal entwined with roses and having
three cherubs supporting a reticulated bowl in
basket form with further roses and foliage, 30 cm
high x 30.5 cm diam £120.00 - £180.00

500

Charles Davidson (1824-1902) - 'Moonlight on the
Cornish Coast', watercolour, signed lower right, 39
x 59 cm £250.00 - £350.00

501

Samuel Prout attrib (1753-1852) - A pair of figure
and architecture studies, watercolour, 19 x 13 cm
(2) £150.00 - £200.00

466

A large Italian majolica oil jar having strap handles,
painted in the traditional style with cupids,
502
armorial crest and inscription AQ de La Villa, 64.5
cm £250.00 - £450.00

467

A pair of Staffordshire pottery hexagonal garden
seats in the Chinese style, decorated in the Imari
palette and having pierced Shou symbols, 50 cm
high (2) £100.00 - £200.00

468

A Victorian Staffordshire part dessert service,
mazarine blue ground with foliate gilding, shell
moulded rim, the hand painted centre decorated
with botanical flowers, comprising oval tazza and
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Thomas R Hofland (1816-76) - 'Lake Leman from
near Geneva', watercolour, signed and dated 1862
lower left, 19.5 x 31 cm £180.00 - £220.00

503

Tom Rowden (1842-1924) - 'On the Dorsetshire
Coast', cattle, watercolour, signed and dated '99
lower right, 18.5 x 31 cm £120.00 - £150.00

504

Arthur Foord-Hughes (1856-1934) - 'The Trout,
Godstone', watercolour, signed lower left, 19 x 29
cm £80.00 - £120.00

505

S J Lamorna Birch (1869-1955) - 'Cattle by a river
near to Avignon', watercolour, signed lower left, 16

x 24 cm £250.00 - £350.00

£100.00

506

Paul Sandby (1725-1809) - A traveller in a
landscape, watercolour, 8 x 12 cm £150.00 £200.00

507

Herbert Menzies Marshall (1841-1913) - 'On the
Rhine', watercolour, signed lower left, 12.5 x 20
cm £80.00 - £120.00

508

William Cruickshank (1848-1922) - A trio - Dead
birds, nest and eggs, watercolour and body colour,
signed lower left, 19 x 23 cm (oval) (3) £100.00 £150.00

523

Richard Bolton - 'Fields at Ridgemont',
watercolour, 33 x 58 cm £60.00 - £100.00

524

Neil Simone (b 1947) - 'The Secret Door', oil on
board, signed lower right, 30 x 23 cm £200.00 £300.00

525

Neil Simone (b 1947) - 'Images', oil on board,
signed lower right, 23 x 30 cm £200.00 - £300.00

526

John Livesey (1926-90) - 'The Artist's Garden',
watercolour, signed lower right, 47 x 66 cm
£100.00 - £150.00

509

Alfred Vickers (1786-1868) - 'Figures by a river',
watercolour, signed lower right, 13 x 24 cm £80.00
- £120.00

527

John Livesey (1926-90) - 'Vase of Flowers', oil on
board, signed lower left, 87 x 50 cm £150.00 £180.00

510

D E Andrews (1871-1951) - 'Essex Elms,
Stapleford Tawney', oil on board, signed lower left,
24 x 33 cm £100.00 - £150.00

528

John Livesey (1926-90) - Dried flowers, oil on
board, signed lower right, 81 x 50 cm £150.00 £180.00

511

Andrew Stock - 'Harvest mouse', pencil drawing,
signed and dated 22.11.78 lower right, 15.5 x 18
cm £40.00 - £60.00

529

Richard Bolton - Corrugated barn, watercolour,
signed and dated 92 lower left, 39.5 x 18 cm
£60.00 - £100.00

512

John R Quinn - Fledglings on a river bank,
watercolour, signed lower right and dated '66, 29 x
21 cm £50.00 - £80.00

530

Richard Bolton - Derelict farm cottage, Wales,
watercolour, signed and dated 86 lower left, 36 x
24 cm £60.00 - £100.00

513

S Cook - Figures and mule on a beach,
watercolour, signed lower left, 19 x 27 cm £200.00
- £300.00

531

Richard Bolton - 'Winter Reflections, River Ouse',
watercolour, signed and dated '87 lower left, 37 x
24 cm £60.00 - £100.00

514

Alastair Gordon - Three female nude studies,
pencil, each signed and dated, 26 x 40 cm (3)
£100.00 - £150.00

532

DoesBurg - Dutch river view, oil on canvas, signed
lower right, 49 x 69 cm £100.00 - £150.00

515

** Mimmo Paladino (b 1948) - 'Miraggio IV', 2004,
hand-coloured etching and aquatint in eleven
colours, pencil signed to lower right margin, and
titled lower left, paper size 55 x 69.5 cm, image
size 37.5 x 49.5 cm, gallery label for Alan Cristea
Gallery, Cork St London to reverse
** ARR may be applicable £300.00 - £500.00

533

Jean Young (1914-95) - Winter fishing, oil on
canvas, signed lower right, 50 x 67 cm £200.00 £300.00

534

Roy Perry (1935-93) - 'Misty Morning, County
Waterford', gouache, signed lower right, 34 x 52
cm £200.00 - £300.00

535

Roy Perry (1935-93) - 'Low tide at Gairloch',
gouache, signed lower left, 40 x 62 cm £200.00 £300.00

536

Anthony Krikaar (b 1940) - Garden abstract, paint
on perspex, 2010, 92.5 x 80 cm £200.00 - £400.00

516

** Nicola Green (b 1972) - 'Profile', portrait of a
young lady in a blue jumper, oil on board, signed
and dated 1999 to verso, 79 x 53 cm (unframed)
** ARR may be applicable £100.00 - £150.00

517

'Blue', abstract with texture, oil on canvas,
unsigned, 76 x 81 cm £80.00 - £120.00

537

518

Tiffany McNab - 'Topiary with curious gardener',
hand-coloured aquatint, ltd ed 116/150, pencil
signed and titled to lower margin, 76 x 58 cm
paper size £150.00 - £250.00

20th century contemporary school - Vases, a
limited edition 7/20 print, 44 x 69 cm £60.00 £100.00

538

Heidi Konig (b 1964) - 'Before and After', monoprint
in colours, signed lower right, 56 x 77 cm £100.00 £150.00

519

Robert Sawyers (1923-2002) - 'Interior with Ted',
watercolour, 55 x 47 cm £100.00 - £150.00

539

520

Laurie Lipton - 'The Three Fates', ltd ed 1/50
etching, pencil signed and titled to margin, 87 x 56
cm £120.00 - £180.00

J Richard Plincke (b 1928) - 'Lathkill Dale,
Bakewell', oil pastel, signed and dated 89 lower
left, 27 x 41 cm, c/w provenance attached to
reverse £80.00 - £120.00

540

Charles Sutton - 'Evening Light, Grey and gold,
Poole', acrylic, signed with initials lower right, 45 x
40 cm £100.00 - £200.00

541

A late 18th/19th century Dutch school Landscape with cowherd and cattle with distant
sea, oil on canvas, 42 x 60 cm, in period gilt frame
£200.00 - £300.00

521

522

Tiffany McNab - 'Red-tailed black Cockatoo with
Banksia', hand-coloured etching, ltd ed 7/150,
pencil signed and titled to margin, 49.5 x 42 cm
£200.00 - £300.00
Richard Bolton - Old oaks, watercolour, signed
lower left and dated '85, 36 x 25 cm £60.00 -
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542

Tom Rowden (1842-1926) - A pair - On the Tavey,
Dartmoor, and Departing Day, Dartmoor,
watercolour, signed lower right, 30 x 55 cm (2)
£250.00 - £350.00

543

G Gray - Fishermen setting sail, oil on canvas,
signed lower right, 29 x 59 cm £150.00 - £180.00

544

Mary Kent Harrison (1915-83) - Still life of flowers,
oil on canvas, signed upper right, 50 x 38 cm,
King Street Gallery, London label to reverse
£400.00 - £600.00

545

John Glover attrib (1767-1849) - Italianate lakeland 562
view, watercolour, 17 x 23 cm £400.00 - £600.00

B Gribble - Fully-rigged sailing vessel, watercolour,
signed lower right, 16 x 25 cm £150.00 - £200.00

546

James A Aitken (1846-97) - 'Homeward Bound',
sailing ships, watercolour, signed lower right, 14 x
19.5 cm £80.00 - £120.00

563

W H Hulk - 'Evening - near Guildford', oil on canvas
laid on board, signed with initials lower left and
inscribed verso, 29 x 24 cm £200.00 - £300.00

547

Edwin Hayes (1820-1904) - 'Running before a
breeze', Coastal view with fishing boats offshore,
watercolour, 33 x 50 cm £450.00 - £550.00

564

T B Hardy (1842-97) - Barge at waters edge,
watercolour, signed lower right, 23 x 33 cm
£400.00 - £600.00

548

W Williams - Evening on the Exe, oil on board,
signed and dated lower centre, 28.5 x 44 cm
£400.00 - £500.00

565

549

Charles Cattermole (1832-1900) - Frans Hals and
Van Dyke, watercolour, signed lower right, 17.5 x
30 cm £100.00 - £150.00

Jimmy Lawlor (b 1967) - 'Taking a Back Seat',
acrylic on board, signed lower left, 44 x 44 cm,
Eton Contemporary gallery label to reverse
£600.00 - £800.00

566

Hamilton Jay (fl 1875-1913) - 'Going to the Meet',
oil on board, 27 x 42 cm, c/w original Royal
Academy Exhibition 1907 canvas label £600.00 £800.00

567

MCarten - 'The Cricketer', artist proof etching,
pencil signed and dated '94 lower right, 44 x 33.5
cm £80.00 - £120.00

550

551

552

553

H W Hicks (1880-1944) - 'Wallabrook, Clapper
Bridge, Dartmoor', watercolour, signed lower right,
14 x 23 cm to/w another Dartmoor view, signed
lower left, 15 x 23.5 cm (2) £150.00 - £200.00

Samuel John Lamorna Birch (1869-1955) - 'A
distant church in a landscape', watercolour, 7.5 x
13.5 cm, inscribed to reverse 'To Greta with love'
£50.00 - £80.00

Luis Nunez Borda - 'Pueblo de Bosa,
Cundinamarca Colombia' and 'Region de Ubate,
Cundinamarca Colombia', oil on board, signed
lower right, 20 x 26 cm (2) £80.00 - £120.00

Sergei Ivanov - 'Red Garden II', abstract oil on
board, inscribed and dated 2001 on reverse, 46 x
76 cm £100.00 - £150.00

570

A pair of hand finished coaching prints - Liverpool,
Dublin, London etc, signed Uncle Billie 1909, 25 x
74 cm (2) £80.00 - £120.00

571

English school - Study of a seated hound in a
stable, oil on canvas, 90 x 36 cm £200.00 £300.00

572

After Landseer - Study of two dogs, seated and
alert, in a stable interior, oil on canvas, 38 x 65 cm
£200.00 - £300.00

573

Daniel Sherrin (fl 1890-1912) - 'Shepherd bringing
the sheep home at sunset', watercolour, 26 x 73
cm £80.00 - £120.00

Lady Frances Fownes Maxwell-Lyte - 'Susa',
watercolour, 24.5 x 18 cm, c/w certificate of
provenance to reverse £80.00 - £120.00

574

LaMar Rowbury (d 2013) - Californian hay fields,
oil on board, signed lower right, 29 x 60 cm
£100.00 - £200.00

Arthur Wilde Parsons (1854-1931) - 'Porth Joke,
Cornwall', watercolour, signed and and dated '99
lower left, 33 x 22 cm £80.00 - £120.00

575

LaMar Rowbury (d 2013) - Californian landscape,
oil on canvas, signed lower left, 29 x 59 cm
£100.00 - £200.00

Filesay? - Portrait of a bearded man with red
beret, watercolour, indistinctly signed, 33 x 24 cm
£40.00 - £60.00

576

Albert Goodwin (1845-1932) - 'Bosham',
watercolour, signed lower right, 28 x 45 cm £80.00
- £120.00

Frederick William Woledge (fl 1840-95) - 'Trinity
Abbey Gate', Rochester, watercolour, inscribed
lower right, 33 x 29 cm, Michael Bullivant label to
reverse £100.00 - £150.00

W Biscombe Gardner (1847-1919) - 'Cottages at
Pembury, nr Tunbridge Wells' with donkeys
before, watercolour, signed lower right, 26 x 18 cm
£180.00 - £220.00

559

561

J Vanttinen - 'Ivantan', limited edition etching
68/70, pencil signed and dated 98 to lower right
margin, 83 x 24 cm impression size £100.00 £200.00

555

558

John Bratby attrib (1928-92) - Cactus in a pot, oil
on canvas, 40 x 34 cm, by repute given to the
vendor by the artist £200.00 - £400.00

569

Frederick William Woledge (fl 1840-95) - A
thatched cottage nestled amongst trees,
watercolour, 35 x 23 cm, Michael Bullivant,
Winchester label to reverse £100.00 - £150.00

557

560

Richard Westall (1765-1836) - Young girl holding a
piece of fruit, watercolour, signed and dated 1806
568
lower right, 28 x 23 cm £180.00 - £220.00

554

556

oil on canvas, 26 x 32 cm, label for S Keeley &
Sons, Birmingham to reverse, remnants of other
labels including Bourlet & Sons £100.00 - £200.00

20th century naive school - The family gathering,
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577

Terence Grundy - Fisherman in a river landscape,
oil on canvas, signed lower right, 59 x 49 cm
£80.00 - £120.00

578

579

595

Continental school - Interior genre scene of man
and woman, oil on board, 32 x 22 cm £80.00 £120.00

Jack Lawrence Miller - 'Nijinsky, Lester Piggott up,
Derby Winner, 1970', oil on canvas, signed lower
left and dated 1975, and signed and inscribed
verso, 90 x 49 cm £400.00 - £600.00

596

James Leakey attrib - 'On the Erme, Nr Ivy Bridge,
Devon', oil on canvas, 28.5 x 39 cm £200.00 £300.00

Russian school - 'The Skater', pencil study
heightened in white, signed, 34 x 25.5 cm
£100.00 - £150.00

597

Joumana Mourad - 'Red Fish II', monotype print,
1998, 26 x 32 cm £80.00 - £120.00

580

J C Partridge - Study of a horse in a stable, oil on
canvas, signed and dated 1874 lower left, 49 x 67
cm £300.00 - £500.00

598

Wright Barker (1864-1941) -Study of a horse in a
stable, oil on canvas, signed and dated 1895 lower
right, 43 x 59 cm £1,000.00 - £1,500.00

581

R W Salter - Study of a terrier in a barn interior,
pastel, signed and dated January 1st 1857, 71 x
54 cm £200.00 - £300.00

599

582

J Loder (fl 1820-60) - Study of a chestnut hunter in
a stable interior, oil on canvas, signed and dated
600
1850 lower right, 62 x 75 cm £1,000.00 - £1,500.00

I Lesley Main (b 1959) -'Dora and Beauty having
breakfast by the pool', oil on board, signed lower
right and dated 1991, 14.5 x 19.5 cm, Main Fine
Art, Glasgow label to reverse £150.00 - £180.00

583

584

585

586

587

588

589

After Graham Clarke (b 1941) - 'Quericus
Berserkus', artist proof etching in colours, pencil
signed and titled to margins, 34.5 x 55 cm
impression size £100.00 - £150.00

M Gozzard - 'Winter' and 'Spring', a pair of studies
of birds on branches, oil on canvas, signed, 43 x
34 cm (2) £250.00 - £350.00

601

Norman Hoad - A pair of shire horses, oil on
paper, signed lower right, 40 x 54 cm £80.00 £120.00

Neale Worley (b 1962) - 'A pause for thought',
limited edition etching 12/30, pencil signed to
lower right margin, 18 x 13 cm, exhibited Royal
Academy Summer Exhibition '98 £80.00 - £120.00

602

Carter - Sea scape with ship in full sail, oil on
canvas, signed lower right, 70 x 90 cm £200.00 £300.00

Anthony Krikhaar (b 1940) - 'Muse', mixed media,
pencil signed and dated '91 to reverse, 95 x 121
cm £500.00 - £800.00

603

Carter - 'Hesperus' ship on high seas, oil on
canvas, signed lower right, 60 x 90 cm £200.00 £300.00

Fritz Schurmann (1863-?) - Stag and deer in forest
glen, oil on canvas, signed lower right, 50 x 74 cm
£200.00 - £300.00

604

Peter Arnold - Still life study of two lily flowers,
print, signed to lower left, 91 x 91 cm £40.00 £60.00

Rolf Meyer (1913-90) - Hills above Florence,
charcoal, signed and dated '59 lower right, 46 x 70
cm £100.00 - £150.00

605

Waller - Horses in a paddock, oil on canvas,
signed and dated 1967 lower right, 64 x 100 cm
£250.00 - £350.00

E Reichenburg - A mountainous scene with lake,
oil on canvas, signed lower right, 49 x 64 cm
£200.00 - £300.00

606

John Carpenter - Cornish harbour scene, oil on
canvas, signed lower left, 62 x 80 cm £200.00 £300.00

A 20th century figurative study of a female
reclining nude, indistinctly signed, pencil, 38 x 49
cm £40.00 - £60.00

607

English school - The hunt, oil on canvas, 74 x 90
cm £150.00 - £250.00

608

John Wells (1907-2000) - '81/10D' abstract study,
drawing, signed, titled and dated 1967 lower right,
24 x 34 cm, the reverse with handwritten
inscriptions and artist's label sticker £500.00 £800.00

590

Ashley Best - Kentish oast houses, oil on board,
signed lower right, 36 x 29 cm £80.00 - £120.00

591

Thomas Dudgeon (c 1840-80) - 'The River Clyde',
oil on paper laid on board, signed and dated 1861,
40 x 58 cm £1,000.00 - £1,500.00

592

J Lauren - Figures in a classical landscape, oil on
canvas, signed lower left, 58 x 78 cm £100.00 £150.00

609

Manner of Henry Scott Tuke - Study of a young
man seated on rocks, possibly Charlie Mitchell,
watercolour, 13.5 x 15.5 cm £150.00 - £200.00

593

N H Christiansen - A snowy tree lined lane beside
a frozen pond with skaters, oil on board, signed
lower left, 59 x 89 cm £500.00 - £700.00

610

594

Jack Lawrence Miller - 'Leaving the paddock 611
Longchamp - Prix de L'Arc de Triomph
Atmosphere', oil on canvas, signed and dated '73
upper right and signed and inscribed to verso, 89 x
59 cm £400.00 - £600.00

C de Gonzalva - 'Blanche', a dog and pheasant in
an extensive classical landscape, oil on canvas,
signed lower left, 124 x 160 cm, in period gilt
frame £1,000.00 - £1,500.00
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William Roose - 'A Portrait of "Countess", A
Favourite and Faithfull Dog of the late Sir Arundell
Neave Bart and Hon Lady Neave', oil on canvas,
signed and dated 1863 lower left, and inscribed to
reverse, 70 x 89 cm £200.00 - £300.00

612

Salvatore Calacicco (b 1935) - 'The sailing ship
'Cherbourg' off Jersey', oil on panel, signed lower
left, 59 x 90 cm £750.00 - £1,000.00

cm £100.00 - £150.00
629

Italian school - Venetian canal view with figures, oil
on canvas, 17 x 25 cm £200.00 - £300.00

630

Continental school - Cockerel in a landscape, oil
on tin, 25 x 19 cm £100.00 - £150.00

631

Continental school - Girl with flowers, oil on tin, 29
x 22.5 cm £100.00 - £150.00

632

Manner of George Armfield - Spaniel in an interior,
oil on panel, 34 x 44 cm £500.00 - £700.00

633

French school - 'La Chaumiere', thatched cottage,
oil on canvas, indistinctly signed lower left, 44 x
37 cm £100.00 - £150.00

634

Angelo Zoffoli - The Dance Lesson, oil on panel,
signed and inscribed Roma lower right, 23 x 13 cm
Note: Perhaps a preparatory study for a larger
version sold at Sotheby's in 2009 £200.00 £400.00

635

Giles Alexander (b 1975) - 'History painting', oil
and resin on polyester, inscribed and dated 2010
to reverse, 93 x 150 cm £2,000.00 - £3,000.00

Laura Knight attrib - 'Karisamira', pencil sketch of
a dancer, signed with initials LK lower right, 19.5 x
15 cm £300.00 - £400.00

636

Kian Brew? - Wolf - 'Come here and I'll show you
something beautiful', limited edition print 1/30,
pencil signed to lower right margin, 85.5 x 110 cm
£100.00 - £150.00

Armand Marie Guerin (1913-83) - 'Pont des Arts',
Paris view, oil on board, signed lower right, 22.5 x
45 cm £400.00 - £600.00

637

Robert Lyn Nelson (b 1955) - 'See, hear, speak no
evil', acrylic on panel, signed lower left, dated
1999, 43 x 98.5 cm £300.00 - £400.00

BwR - A pair of French cubist landscapes,
watercolour on French paper, signed with initials,
possibly Baranov Vlladimir Rossine, 27 x 22 cm
£300.00 - £400.00

638

** Simon Palmer (b 1956) - 'Procession on the
"Summer Solstice"', watercolour, signed lower
right, further pencil signed and titled to the margin,
58 x 77 cm
** ARR may be applicable £2,000.00 - £3,000.00

639

WITHDRAWN - Rupert Bathurst (b 1964) 'Frederick Kiesler', pencil portrait study, signed
and dated '87 lower right, 58 x 41.5 cm

640

Manner of George Morland - Farmyard scene, oil
on panel, bears initials GM and dated 1790, 38 x
50 cm £200.00 - £400.00

WITHDRAWN - Rupert Bathurst (b 1964) - 'Marcel
Duchamp New York 1943', pencil study, signed
and dated 1987 lower right, 58 x 41 cm

641

623

19th century French school - Portrait of a young
lady in a white dress with blue sash and ribbon, oil
on canvas, 68 x 48 cm £200.00 - £300.00

WITHDRAWN - Rupert Bathurst (b 1964) - Portrait
of a gentleman, watercolour on paper, signed and
dated 1989 lower right, 79 x 51 cm

642

624

Eastern school - Figures washing beneath tall
trees, signed with initials, oil on board, 80 x 59 cm
£180.00 - £220.00

WITHDRAWN - Rupert Bathurst (b 1964) - 'Willem
Dafoe', portrait study, watercolour on paper,
signed and dated '88 lower right, 73 x 53 cm

643

625

Le Blour - Horses in a forest clearing, pastel,
signed and dated '97 lower right, 33 x 110 cm
£200.00 - £300.00

WITHDRAWN - Rupert Bathurst (b 1964) - 'Sky',
figurative study with red spots, pencil and
watercolour, signed and dated '06 lower right, 82 x
57.5 cm

626

Barbara Crowe (b 1942) - Still life study with
flowers, gouache, signed lower right, 45 x 61 cm
£80.00 - £120.00

644

627

Shoffstall - Ducks in flight over wetlands,
watercolour, signed lower right, 44 x 59 cm £80.00
- £120.00

After John Brunsdon (1933-2014) - 'Windermere',
aquatint in colours, pencil signed to lower right
margin, 59 x 44.5 cm impression size £200.00 £300.00

645

E W Elworthy - A still life study with daisies in a
vase, oil on canvas, signed lower left, 24.5 x 20.5

John Bampfield (b 1947) - A pair of harbour views,
oil on canvas, signed lower right and lower left, 44
x 120 cm £100.00 - £200.00

646

William Morrish (1844-1917) - A pair of Dartmoor

613

Watson-F? ARA - Portrait of a gentleman holding
a letter, oil on canvas, signed lower right, 89 x 69
cm £100.00 - £200.00

614

A pair of trompe l'oeil panels in the classical
manner with Watteauesque roundels featuring
putti, garland, urn on stand and stylised acanthus
scrolls, first quarter 20th century, oil on canvas,
126 x 59 cm, auction house stock numbers to
reverse, and label for Pitt & Son Taligni (2)
£400.00 - £700.00

615

After David Roberts - 'Minarets and Grand
Entrance of The Metwalys at Cairo', lithograph, 52
x 35.5 cm £80.00 - £120.00

616

Alberto Morrocco (1917-1998) - Figures beneath a
canopy on a beach, limited edition print 8/500,
pencil signed to lower right margin, 38 x 52 cm
£80.00 - £120.00

617

618

619

620

R Fenson - A pair of Victorian pastoral scenes, oil
on canvas, signed, 49 x 74 cm (2) £200.00 £300.00

621

William Patten - Portrait of a gentleman, seated
with a newspaper, watercolour, signed and dated
1842 lower left, 35 x 27 cm, with en grisaille
version verso £150.00 - £250.00

622

628
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views, 'Dartmoor on the Wallabrook' and 'Dartmoor
Kestor Rock from North Teign', watercolour, one
664
signed with initials lower right, 12 x 26 cm, Elands
Art Gallery, Exeter labels to reverse (2) £100.00 £200.00
650

651

652

A collection of 19th century and later mostly silk
parasols one with ivory handle carved with a
greyhound head, to/w lace and other parasol
covers £100.00 - £150.00
A dark brown musquash fur stole retailed by
Hickley, Southampton & Winchester and a blue
fox fur stole retailed by Pollard Ltd., Boscombe
(with original receipts (2) £40.00 - £60.00

A box of assorted table linen to include
embroidered tablecloths and napkin sets,
crocheted doilies, to/w gloves etc. £30.00 - £40.00

666

A black silk top hat retailed by G. A. Dunn & Co.,
429 Strand, Oxford St., 57 cm dia., 16 cm across,
20.5 cm front to back in original cardboard box
£100.00 - £150.00

A box of mostly 1970/80s Butterick dressmaking
patterns, two albums of numerous vintage knitting
patterns, sewing books and a cross-stitch picture
£30.00 - £40.00

667

A pair of Victorian black leather lady's shoes ,
Loake, Marmion Road, Portsmouth, heavily
embroidered to front with metalissed beads, to/w a
pair of similarly embellished black leather pumps
and a pair of French black silk satin pumps (3)
£80.00 - £120.00

668

A box of vintage clothing to include cream striped
silk blouse, floral dress, padded bed jacket, a
black satin evening skirt, peach Chinese dressing
gown, English Lady mocha/white/black summer
dress etc. £30.00 - £40.00

669

A box containing a collection of vintage velvet
flower and other corsages, to/w a vintage display
garland of fruits and foliage and a bag of vintage
faux leaves £40.00 - £60.00

670

An Edwardian cotton dress, pale grey with trailing
foliate pattern on white ground with mother-of-pearl
button fastening to front, to/w a cream silk striped
jacket printed with blue/green floral sprays with
mother-of-pearl button fastening and pale green
silk fringing (2) £80.00 - £100.00

671

A box of assorted items to include swans-down
powder puffs, vintage perfume bottle, a collection
of kid leather gloves, leather purses, corset whale
bones, pair of lilac edged mittens etc., to/w a
1920s 'boudoir' doll in green satin flounced dress
(doll a/f) £40.00 - £60.00

672

A very large collection of vintage silk and velvet
floral corsages £60.00 - £80.00

673

A French linen gentleman's smock/nightshirt, a
hemp example, three Victorian ladies' petticoats
inset with lace panels and flounces and a linen
nightdress £80.00 - £100.00

674

A floral printed cream fine cotton jacket with deep
lace edging to collar and hem, lined with cream
wool, a needle-run lace and satin petticoat, a silk
lace inset bib panel, a crocheted child's dress, a
circular lace piece and an oval embroidered fine
lawn piece inset with lace

675

A mixed box to include a vibrant mauve black
embroidered waistcoat, a beige/blue brocade
waistcoat, vintage children's clothing, an unframed
sampler by Harriet Broadbent 1853 etc.

An early Islamic stitch-worked panel, 63 x 35 cm,
a pastel wool tapestry panel, 52 x 118 cm and an
Aubusson panel, 60 x 126 cm (3) £40.00 - £60.00

654

A G. A. Dunn & Co., Piccadilly Circus, bowler hat,
57 cm dia., 20.5 cm front to back x 16 cm across,
lined with ivory silk and with calf leather inner
band, £50.00 - £60.00

655

Seven assorted 1930s ladies' umbrellas with
decorative grips, to/w a Victorian black silk
parasol, two 1920s printed cotton parasols and a
felt parasol (11) £100.00 - £150.00

657

A collection of vintage ladies' hats to include; a
cream mink hat, a mid brown mink hat, a 1940s
black veiled hat, a black feather cap, a cream lace
mob cap, a black felt hat embroidered with cream
beads and sequins, a plush brown hat and a
1930s Autumnal leaf felt hat (8) £100.00 - £150.00

665

653

656

foliate crocheted cotton bedcover £80.00 - £100.00

Thirteen assorted vintage gentlemen's and ladies'
umbrellas including examples with dog head and
mother-of-pearl grips £50.00 - £60.00
A c 1850s blue silk girl's dress with lace trim to
collar and cuffs with covered button and braiding
decoration to front of skirt, to/w a Victorian girl's
red wool bussel dress with ruching to front, with
pleated skirt and original decorative metal buttons
(2) £100.00 - £200.00

658

An Edwardian dark blue sateen cotton boned
jacket and pleated skirt printed with apple
blossom, with velvet trim to collar and cuffs
£100.00 - £150.00

659

An early 19th century fine cotton dress printed
with floral sprays in muted greys/red/blue/yellow
on ivory ground £100.00 - £150.00

660

An early 19th century cotton dress with printed
stylised floral and foliate sprays on dusky pink
ground with co-ordinated belt £100.00 - £150.00

661

An ivory satin Christening robe overlaid with floral
needle-run lace, a Victorian infant's slip with tiered
lace, two ladies' mob caps embellished with floral
sprays, a fine cotton blouse, child's kimono, a
1930s lace dress etc. £80.00 - £100.00

662

Two Victorian lawn Christening gowns and undergown with lace edging to hem, crocheted baby's
cap and edging, silk hankies, etc. £30.00 - £50.00

663

A collection of assorted table linen to include
examples floral embroidered with colourful cottons,
676
sets of lace-edged and other place-mats, a finely
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A box of vintage children's clothing to include;

floral printed silk dress and matching bloomers,
green silk slip, lace edged slips, a cotton voile
dress to/w a 1940s doll
677

678

679

680

drape for baby's cot), to/w a collection of table
linen to include set of drawn-threadwork linen
napkins £80.00 - £100.00

Horrockses Fashions beige/white fine striped shirt
dress size 18, a 1950s Horrockses Fashions
stylised squared floral pattern dress in
pink/blue/brown, 48 cm across chest and a 1950s
Horrockses (no label) cotton dress in
orange/mocha/yellow abstract design, 49 cm
across chest (3) £80.00 - £120.00
A Strelitz 1960s red/white striped shift dress with
red border to neck and front edge, 53 cm across
chest, a 1980s black/grey/white dress with
abstract design, size 16, a blue cotton dress with
white/yellow floral pattern, 48 cm across chest, an
Ascot Model dress, yellow/green/pink/mauve, 47
cm across chest, a pale blue linen shift dress, 47
cm across chest and a Robinson & Cleaves 156179 Regent St., pale green linen suit (skirt 28"
waist) (6) £80.00 - £100.00
A 1970s pink Ellis evening dress with beaded and
sequinned embellishment to neck, sleeves and
hem, size 16, a 1950s black lace cocktail dress
with ivory satin under-slip by 'Lo Roco', 45 cm
across chest and an off-white knitted dress with
red stripe to front and sides by Tricoville, 42 cm
across chest (3) £40.00 - £50.00
A 1940's grey wool lady's suit with velvet trim to
collar by Debenham & Freebody, London, 55 cm
across chest, 34" waist, a 1950s grey flecked
white lady's suit with brown velvet collar, 45 cm
across chest, 28" waist, 1960s pale yellow cotton
raincoat and a cream 'Ascot Model' cotton
raincoat with pearlised buttons (both 55 cm across
chest (4) £60.00 - £80.00

681

A 1920s cream Assuit shawl decorated with gold
coloured hammered metal in geometric pattern, 79
x 268 cm £50.00 - £60.00

682

A 1920s embossed gold lame heavily beaded
evening cloak (reputedly belonging to Fay
Compton or Gertrude Lawrence and then passed
to their dresser), to/w a black Japanese kimono
and sash embroidered with wisteria £60.00 £80.00

683

Two peach silk and a black silk nightgowns, an
ivory silk nightshirt, a cream rayon nightgown, a
cotton nightgown, a pale peach silk cami-slip, and
a pair of cami-knickers £60.00 - £80.00

684

A hand-crocheted mocha cotton bedspread, made
in 1952, 181 cm x 290 cm £30.00 - £40.00

685

A Victorian brown silk brocade dress with vibrant
blue floral sprays, boned bodice with blue velvet
and tasseled silk trim £180.00 - £200.00

686

Three gentlemen's and a lady's umbrella (one with
embossed gilt band), four Victorian assorted lace
and silk parasols and two 1920s printed floral
cotton parasols (10) £80.00 - £120.00

687

An ivory lace panel lined with organza and
embellished with silvered beads (possibly ornate
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688

A box of mixed vintage clothing to include a black
crepe skirt, embroidered lawn shawl, camiknickers, Harrods checked skirt, gentleman's blue
velvet evening jacket £40.00 - £50.00

689

A dusky pink silk and mocha lace 1920s slip
dress, a dusky pink silk georgette dress with
tiered pleated skirt and bow detail, to/w a 1920s
open weave dress coat (3) £40.00 - £60.00

690

A collection of Victorian cotton and lawn baby and
infant's gowns and dresses, mostly finely
embroidered and with lace edging and inserts (13
items in total) £80.00 - £100.00

691

Pair of lined and inter-lined nursery curtains
printed with treasure maps and sailing vessels,
each curtain 110 cm across x 212 cm drop £60.00
- £80.00

692

Two pairs of lined and inter-lined curtains printed
with Asiatic birds in flight and blossoming
branches in red/blue on cream ground, each
curtain 142 cm across x 254 cm drop £150.00 £250.00

693

A Victorian framed and glazed circular floral and
foliate embroidered panel in hues of pale
blue/grey/red and metalissed silks, 41.5 x 41.5
cm £40.00 - £60.00

694

Two pairs of lined and inter-lined ivory grosgrain
and embossed curtains, each curtain 100 cm wide
x 245 cm drop £300.00 - £500.00

695

Two pairs of lined and inter-lined blue/white
checked curtains with striped blue/white piping
and denim border to edges £300.00 - £500.00

696

Two pairs of lined and inter-lined ivory ground
curtains with mocha stripes edged with tufts in
shades of brown, beaded edge to hem and edges
£300.00 - £500.00

697

A pair of lined and inter-lined natural linen ground
curtains with red cut velvet lily design, each
curtain 168 cm wide x 312.5 cm drop £200.00 £400.00

698

A pair of lined and inter-lined pale maize damask
curtains, each curtain 114 cm wide x 228.5 cm
drop £150.00 - £200.00

699

A pair of interlined textured sand yellow curtains
with green palm tree pattern, each curtain 112 cm
wide x 267 cm drop £100.00 - £200.00

700

A collection of Victorian and later parasols to
include ivory coloured grosgrain silk example
edged with lace, a silk and beaded parasol with
carved ivory handle, another with carved ebony
handle (8 in total) £80.00 - £120.00

701

Assorted vintage umbrellas and parasols to/w
three walking sticks, covers mostly a/f but with
interesting frames and handles including Arts &
Crafts floral wood carved grip, faux bamboo, etc.
(12) £80.00 - £100.00

702

A collection of antique and other Indonesian
sarongs including Ikat examples and other gilded
metalissed thread ceremonial cloths £60.00 £80.00

703

A black velvet evening cloak with braided detail to
front £30.00 - £50.00

704

A black leather and dark brown mink bomber-style
lady's jacket retailed by Giddings Furs, Harrow,
size 12/14 £60.00 - £80.00

705

A child's vintage light brown moleskin fur coat
£20.00 - £40.00

706

A dark brown mink fur coat with brown satin lining,
53 cm across chest £80.00 - £120.00

707

A Christian Dior Boutique, Paris black and white
mink coat styled with striking abstract design,
cuffed sleeves, purchased in 2007, size 10
£3,000.00 - £4,000.00

708

A dark brown French squirrel fur jacket with deep
collar, retailed by Bradleys, 55 cm across chest
£50.00 - £60.00

709

A dark brown musquash fur coat retailed by
Harrods, 55 cm across chest £30.00 - £50.00

710

A gentleman's vintage pale tan sheepskin coat
retailed by Tabcare Ltd., with three leather button
fastenings, 60 cm across chest £30.00 - £50.00

711

Military uniform - 1930's Hussars/Guards officers
uniforms comprising; red/blue dress jacket and red
wool waistcoat, a blue wool great coat, cap, a pair
of 'chain mail' epaulettes and a khaki battle dress
jacket, contained in a canvas travelling trunk
£80.00 - £100.00

712

An early 1900s child's courtiers ivory silk outfit
comprising; jacket with gilt brocade and cut steel
buttons, breeches also embellished with cut steel
buttons and buckle, cream brocade waistcoat and
cream lace ruffles together with a red/blue cotton
'Snow White' dress, a page's outfit with blue velvet
breeches and cream silk shirt, a child's soldier
outfit comprising; jacket and trousers, shirt,
bearskin-style hat, etc. £80.00 - £120.00

713

A gentleman's 1940s brown wool coat retailed by
Laird Montague Burton, Scotland with belt and
faux tortoiseshell buttons £40.00 - £60.00

714

A Chinese black/vibrant blue silk reversible lady's
jacket £30.00 - £50.00

715

A 1970s Michael Geary pink/orange floral long
dress size 14, a 1980s red/white/black dress in
abstract print size 16, a floral lilac dress with frilled
cuffs and hem size 16, a Graham Price
mauve/green silk crepe evening dress, a Polly
Peck black lace cocktail dress size 14, a
blue/green organza evening dress size 12 and a
1970s Bernat Klein jersey dress with mauve/green
abstract design size 16 (7) £60.00 - £80.00

716

A 1970s wool-worked skirt in floral pattern of
yellow/white/green from Madeira, a 'Harpers &
Queen' black moire satin evening skirt, a Jaeger
1970s creped cotton skirt with abstract pattern, a
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red moire satin evening skirt and a turquoise/green
Thai silk sleeveless dress - all size 10/12 £30.00 £50.00
717

A Paula Klein Paris 'Chanel-style' open weave
wool tweed suit in blue/grey/green/pink with gilded
pearl buttons, size 10/12 £40.00 - £50.00

718

A 1970s Jean Varon black chiffon evening dress
with pink/green floral sprays with black lace collar
and cuffs, size 10, to/w a Paul Costelloe burgundy
red wool dress, size 16 (2) £60.00 - £80.00

719

A 1980s Marion Donaldson evening dress with
velvet bodice size 14, a Jaeger purple velvet dress
size 14, a 1940s corded satin evening dress size
10, a Susan Small black velvet evening dress with
lace collar size 14, 1970s Jean Allen for Cresta
cotton gingham evening dress size 16, 1970s
Cresta green floral sleeveless evening dress size
16, a 1970s Cresta blue/white striped evening
dress size 16, 1970s Cresta Toile de Jouy print
long cotton dress size 16 and a 1970s Cresta
couture cream black floral design dress size 16 (9)
£60.00 - £80.00

720

Two pairs of deerskin and leather riding chaps and
a collection of vintage children's vintage fancy
dress including; Indian, cowboy, nurse, etc.
£20.00 - £40.00

721

A child's cream rabbit fur coat with satin lining, a
1950s red Chilprufe child's coat, a Harrods blue
child's coat with mother-of-pearl buttons, two
1950s party frocks etc. £20.00 - £40.00

722

Collection of table linen, Victorian cotton infant's
dress and gown, Irish linen tablecloth, napkin
sets, embroidered tablecloths etc. £40.00 - £60.00

723

A 1960s 'Garfield' London black leather lady's
handbag and a brown snakeskin 'Riviera' handbag
(2) £30.00 - £50.00

724

A 1950s cotton housecoat/dress, grey ground with
rose sprays and decorative 'tea plate' pattern in
yellow/pink/blue hues £20.00 - £40.00

725

A 1940s lady's checked Harris Tweed wool coat
(no label), oatmeal ground with green/brown
check, leather 'football' buttons and belt, 52 cm
across chest £30.00 - £50.00

726

An ivory white layered ostrich feather evening cape
with silk ties and lining £50.00 - £60.00

727

A double fur tippet with tail embellishments and a
single tippet with head and feet, to/w a collection
of ostrich feathers £20.00 - £40.00

728

A box of assorted vintage lady's clothing to include
blue crepe silk housecoat, black taffeta skirt with
floral spray pattern etc. £30.00 - £50.00

729

A 1940s cream wool and rayon patterned baby's
shawl with fringed edge, 108 cm square £20.00 £40.00

730

Two pairs of vintage leather hunting boots with tan
leather cuffs, c/w sectioned wooden boot trees,
one pair with trade label for Maxwell, Dover St.,
London (1 pull handle missing) £100.00 - £120.00

731

732

An antique Persian Feraghan Sarouk rug, 1st
quarter 20th century, the floral design centred with
a medallion on soft red and dark blue ground, 1.94
x 1.30 m £400.00 - £600.00
An antique Persian Hamadan rug, 2nd quarter
20th century, the repeating design on blue ground
even wear/low pile ends/sides intact but tatty, 207
x 130 cm £100.00 - £120.00

733

An antique Turkoman Hatchli rug, circa 1900, the
four panel geometric design on soft red ground,
1.50 x 1.16 m £200.00 - £300.00

734

An antique Persian prayer rug, first quarter 20th
century, the blue ground with overflowing triple
vase design, the borders festooned with birds,
2.10 x 1.44 m £300.00 - £400.00

735

An antique Persian Heriz carpet, 1st half 20th
century, the geometric centre medallion design on
soft red and blue ground, 331 x 233 cm £300.00 £400.00

736

An antique Persian Farah kelleigh carpet, 1st
quarter 20th century, the all-over linked geometric
design on blue ground within rust red wide
borders, 5.20 x 2.33 m £600.00 - £700.00

737

An old Persian Baktiari carpet, 1st half 20th
century, the centre medallion design on pink-red
ground, 3.18 x 2.35 m £700.00 - £800.00

738

An antique Persian Hamadan rug, 1st quarter 20th
century, the repeating linked geometric design on
blue ground, 1.85 x 1.30 m £100.00 - £150.00

749

Two old Afghan Turkoman design rugs, brown-red
ground, 148 x 104 cm (2) £160.00 - £220.00

750

A Victorian mahogany Wellington chest of seven
graduated drawers each with original turned pulls,
raised on a plinth base 61 cm w x 48 cm x 123
cm h £300.00 - £400.00

751

A Victorian burr walnut piano top davenport with
rise and fall stationary store over a fitted interior
and four graduated drawers to one side £300.00 £500.00

752

An antique carved oak Carolean style hall chair
with overstuffed seat raised over a shaped crossstretcher £50.00 - £70.00

753

A George III mahogany inverted breakfront
galleried back sideboard in the manner of Gillows
having an arrangement of drawers and cupboards
with applied geometric mouldings, raised on four
turned reeded front legs 198 cm w x 68 cm x 105
cm h £1,400.00 - £2,000.00

754

An antique brass-bound coopered oak barrel stick
stand with zinc drip tray to base 60 cm h x 34 cm
dia. £140.00 - £180.00

755

A substantial Regency mahogany stage-back
bowfront serving sideboard, fitted with drawers and
cupboards raised on six boldly turned spiral
reeded legs 202 cm w x 80 cm (max) x 120 cm
(max) h £1,000.00 - £1,500.00

756

A George III mahogany lowboy, the moulded edge
top over a arrangement of four frieze drawers,
raised on club legs 76 cm w x 46 cm x 70 cm h
£400.00 - £500.00

739

An antique Kurdish rug, the geometric design on
blue ground, 2.17 x 1.32 m £600.00 - £700.00

740

A Persian Kashan carpet, 3rd quarter 20th
century, the solid camel ground centred by a multicoloured medallion, with conforming corners and
borders, 378 x 330 cm £150.00 - £200.00

757

An 18th/19th century Dutch floral marquetry floor
standing corner cabinet having a graduated four
tier top over a pair of cupboards 79 cm x 180 cm h
overall £280.00 - £320.00

741

An antique Persian Heriz carpet, the geometric
centre medallion design on mid-red ground, 3.75 x
2.75 m £300.00 - £400.00

758

A Victorian marble topped ormolu mounted
ebonised column stand, raised on a square plinth
base 35 x 35 x 106 cm h £300.00 - £400.00

742

An antique Ziegler design carpet, 1st quarter 20th
century, 4.02 x 2.90 m £600.00 - £700.00

759

743

An old Persian Anatolian carpet, 3.0 x 1.98 m
£250.00 - £350.00

A 19th century French ebonised ormolu mounted
boullework dressing/work table, the hinged top
enclosing a fitted mirror over a storage drawer,
raised on cabriole legs £300.00 - £500.00

744

An antique Turkey carpet, 1st half 20th century,
unusual square rug, red ground, 2.02 x 2.0 m
£350.00 - £450.00

760

An 18th/19th century carved walnut framed
fauteuille with tapestry back and serpentine seat
£180.00 - £220.00

745

A contemporary Persian Hamadan rug, the
geometric triple diamond design on pale red
ground, 1.97 x 1.28 m £80.00 - £120.00

761

746

A large wool Aubusson carpet of traditional design
executed in pale gold/yellow, ochre and rose, 5.40
x 3.63 m £200.00 - £300.00

747

A contemporary Persian Hamadan runner, red
ground, 4.30 x 0.86 m £150.00 - £200.00

A late 19th century French pictorial polychrome
decorated walnut cylinder top writing desk, the
upper part with brass gallery and white marble top
over an arrangement of drawers flanking a
cupboard, the cylinder enclosing a fitted interior
and leather topped writing slide over a pair of frieze
drawers, the whole raised on square tapering legs
£800.00 - £1,200.00

762

A contemporary Afghan Turkoman design runner,
the dark geometric design on red ground, 7 x 0.75
m £400.00 - £500.00

An antique Korean iron bound hardwood chest, 94
cm wide x 42 cm x 75 cm high £200.00 - £250.00

763

A Steinway & Sons 'V' model upright piano, frame
no. 512377, bright mahogany cased, circa 1989
£6,000.00 - £9,000.00

748
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764

765

A good pair of 18th century style Italian scagliola
marble top console/side tables with floral inlay,
each signed E Martelli, Firenze, raised on later
Georgian style mahogany bases, each 131 cm x
58 cm (2) £3,000.00 - £4,000.00

ends united by a flat centre stretcher, 305 x 121 x
77 cm high and to/w a pair of end extensions
(each adding 23 cm) £1,000.00 - £1,500.00

Depree Rayeburn & Young, Exeter, an eight-day
Regency style mahogany cased bracket clock,
the brass two train movement stamped 30635-/64
with white enamelled dial, 47 cm high £300.00 £400.00

766

An antique dapple-grey rocking horse with glass
eyes and part leather trim raised on a column
safety stand, 94 cm high £400.00 - £600.00

767

A George III mahogany full tambour top writing
desk in the Hepplewhite manner, having a fitted
interior over a trio of inset tooled leather surfaces,
the centre rising on an adjustable arm over a full
width frieze drawer, the sides with slides over
dummy drawers each with brass swan-neck pulls,
raised on slender square tapering legs to brass
castors - for a similar example see 'The Cabinet
Maker & Upholsterers Guide' by George
Hepplewhite, 3rd ed. 1874 p.161 £800.00 £1,200.00

768

A vintage gilt patinated French six-branch crystal
hung electrolier £40.00 - £60.00

769

An 18th century Dutch floral marquetry inlaid
chest of four long graduated drawers flanked by
canted corner uprights on taper block front feet, 98
cm wide x 52 cm x 88 cm high £1,200.00 £1,500.00

770

A Victorian boxwood inlaid burr-walnut two tier
Canterbury of oval form, the part gilt galleried top
raised on turned supports to a three division rack
with fret-cut panels over a drawer, raised on
ceramic castors, 74 x 44 x 86 cm high £700.00 £900.00

777

A set of twelve 18th century style polychrome
decorated side chairs each having shaped bar
backs over rush seat inserts (12) £800.00 £1,200.00

778

A 19th century burr walnut chest on chest having
an arrangement of three short over six long
graduated drawers and full width slide flanked by
reeded canted corners to the upper parts, raised
on shaped bracket feet, 113 x 60 x 176 cm high
£600.00 - £800.00

779

An 18th/19th century Italianate carved giltwood
and composite wall mirror, 71 x 46 cm £80.00 £120.00

780

A good quality Victorian mahogany revolving
bookcase having a gilt galleried top over two tiers
raised on a shaped platform to castors, 50 x 50 x
90 cm high overall £300.00 - £400.00

781

An unusual Continental pine and faux bamboo
three piece bedroom suite comprising an armoire
with pair of doors over a pair of drawers, marble
topped four drawer commode and a marble topped
pot cupboard, stamped with initials 'GD', the
armoire 150 cm wide x 58 cm x 240 cm high,
commode 103 cm x 50 cm x 87 cm high
£1,000.00 - £1,500.00

782

A 19th century giltwood and verre eglonise
overmantle, circa 1815, with reverse painted panel
centred by a man-o-war in busy scene off the
coast, 90 x 115 cm wide £700.00 - £900.00

783

A 19th century ormolu mounted marquetry inlaid
kingwood writing table of kidney form having a
centre frieze drawer, raised on cabriole legs, 125 x
168 x 75 cm high £2,000.00 - £3,000.00

784

An 18th century oak bowfront chest of four long
graduated drawers raised on shaped bracket feet,
90 cm wide x 55 cm x 74 cm high £300.00 £400.00

785

A late 19th century continental kingwood and
satinwood occasional table, the hinged top with
fitted mirror to the underside over a fabric lined
interior over a drawer, raised on slender square
tapering legs united by an undertier, 36 x 27 x 75
cm high £150.00 - £180.00

771

Fisher, Ston, a 19th century eight day oak and
mahogany longcase clock having a painted arched
dial with subsidiary seconds and date aperture,
230 cm high overall £200.00 - £250.00

772

A 19th century fruitwood armoire, possibly of
Swiss origin, having a pair of panelled doors over a
full width drawer raised on square feet, 133 cm
wide x 50 cm x 202 cm high £300.00 - £500.00

773

A pair of 19th century mahogany hall chairs, the
shield backs centred with a polychrome armorial
device of the Richardson family, raised on square
tapering front legs (2) £300.00 - £400.00

786

A 19th century mahogany tray top commode with
pair of cross-banded doors over a deep drawer,
raised on square legs £100.00 - £150.00

774

A tortoiseshell framed arch topped wall mirror
circa 1930's, 71 cm x 41 cm £100.00 - £150.00

787

775

A Victorian oak long side table, the wide two plank
top over a roundel detailed frieze and three-quarter
galleried undertier, raised on turned gadrooned
front legs, 184 x 55 x 84.5 cm high £500.00 £700.00
788
A substantial oak refectory dining table, the plank
top with cleated ends raised on shaped trestle

An 18th century cross-banded oak mule chest,
Lancashire, the hinged top over six dummy drawer
fronts over three short drawers, all with brass swanneck pulls and flanked by quarter turned reeded
pillasters, raised on ogee moulded bracket feet,
157 cm x 55 cm x 88 cm high £300.00 - £400.00

776
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A stitched leather rhinoceros footstool, in the
manner of Liberty & Co, 80 cm x 48 cm high
£280.00 - £320.00

789

A stitched leather 'baby' hippopotamus footstool,
in the manner of Liberty & Co, 85 x 39 cm high
£200.00 - £300.00

790

A pair of Victorian mahogany framed button
backed leather salon armchairs raised on turned
tapering and gadrooned front legs to brass castors
(2) £800.00 - £1,200.00

791

A pair of Georgian style hexagonal hanging
lanterns, 60 x 35 cm (2) £300.00 - £400.00

792

An early 18th century crossbanded
walnut/fruitwood chest of two short over three long
graduated drawers with brass pulls and
escutcheons, raised on bun feet, 95 x 52 x 85 cm
high £800.00 - £1,200.00

801

A Victorian inlaid walnut show-framed button
backed salon sofa with shaped corner, raised on
turned front legs to castors, 188 cm long £200.00 £300.00

802

A late 19th century French Empire style brass
mounted fruitwood cylinder top writing table with
three drawers over a leather topped slide and
frieze drawer, raised on square tapering legs
terminated by sabot ends, 76 cm wide x 43 cm x
97 cm high £450.00 - £650.00

803

A Victorian mahogany framed upholstered open
armchair on brass castors £120.00 - £160.00

804

A 19th century brass bound octagonal mahogany
cooler, lacking liner, 44 x 34 x 43 cm high £150.00
- £200.00

792A A late 19th/20th century ormolu mounted
kingwood and satinwood serpentine chest of six
805
long even drawers, the top with inset veined green
marble, the drawer and sides with diamond
chequer panels, raised on short cabriole front legs,
83 cm wide x 58 cm x 89 cm high £400.00 £500.00
806
793 A set of six Italianate twin branch wall sconces in
the 17th century style, each 60 cm high (6)
£600.00 - £800.00
794

A 19th century floral marquetry inlaid serpentine
top bombe commode of four long graduated
drawers on shaped bracket feet to/w a similar but
associated arched top glazed display cabinet, 87
cm wide x 50 cm x 186 cm high overall (2)
£500.00 - £800.00

795

A Victorian mahogany drop leaf work table with
two drawers to one end opposing dummy fronts,
raised on a turned pillar to a quad platform on
scroll feet, 51 x 39 cm (closed) x 72 cm high
£200.00 - £300.00

796

A Victorian cross-banded mahogany serpentine
serving/side table, the top with canted front
corners and fan inlay over an inlaid frieze, raised
on square tapering supports, 165 cm wide x 69.5
cm x 84.5 cm high £300.00 - £400.00
A Georgian style mahogany framed square centre
stool with deep overstuffed seat raised on hip
carved club legs united by an undertier, 110 x 110
cm £300.00 - £500.00

807

An early 20th century gilt metal mounted inlaid
kingwood and satinwood envelope card table with
baize lined interior over a frieze drawer raised on
slender cabriole leg, 60 x 60 x 75 cm £600.00 £800.00

808

A 19th century ormolu mounted and inlaid burr
walnut writing table, the top with tooled green
leather surface over two frieze drawers, raised on
twin turned pillar ends to swept legs united by a
turned centre stretcher, 123 x 76 x 77 cm high
£1,600.00 - £1,800.00

A Victorian burr walnut Sutherland table, the oval
drop leaf top raised on a turned gateleg frame to
brass mounted ceramic castors, 53 x 14 cm
(closed) x 54 cm high £40.00 - £60.00

809

An antique alpine fruitwood side table having two
frieze drawers over a wavy edged apron, raised on
turned legs united by a centre 'H' stretcher, 96 x
58 x 68 cm high £250.00 - £350.00

797

A Georgian style diminutive mahogany bowfront
chest on chest of two short over six long
graduated drawers and brush slide, on bracket
feet, 82 cm wide x 51 cm x 159 cm high £300.00 £500.00

810

A Georgian style mahogany serpentine chest of
four long graduated drawers beneath a brush slide,
raised on splay bracket feet united by a shaped
apron, 93 cm wide x 53 cm x 84 cm high £400.00 £450.00

798

An 18th century Italian provincial oak/walnut
commode chest of three long drawers each with
carved decoration, raised on short tapering block
feet, 130 x 64 x 88 cm £1,400.00 - £1,800.00

811

799

A Victorian rosewood work table, the oval hinged
top enclosing a bright interior, the fret cut centre
panel enclosing a storage well, raised on turned
and moulded supports united by a stretcher to
moulded sabre legs on ceramic castors, 61 cm
wide x 45 cm x 71 cm high £300.00 - £500.00

A World War I period French propellor boss
mantel clock with Buren movement and white
enamelled dial, the boss stamped 'B E 2 C/L P
790/ 80 H P Renault' and others, 24 cm high x 33
cm £40.00 - £60.00

812

A Victorian games compendium, the case
stamped Baker & Co containing Staunton pattern
chess men, draughts, bone domino, dice,
Dougherty's playing cards etc £150.00 - £200.00

813

Set of six Victorian carved rosewood side chairs
with button upholstery overstuffed serpentine form
seats, on club front legs (6) £250.00 - £300.00

814

A George III mahogany bow front chest of four long
graduated drawers with oversize turned pulls,

800

A 19th century satinwood inlaid mixed fruitwood
burr yew, walnut and rosewood corner cupboard,
raised on square tapering short legs to ceramic
castors, 92 cm wide x 63 cm x 96 cm high
£400.00 - £500.00
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raised on splay bracket feet united by a shaped
apron, 93 cm wide x 55 cm x 83 cm high £200.00 £250.00
815

816

A continental mantel clock surmounted by a
polychrome carved wooden seated figure of a bun
eater, 55 cm high overall £200.00 - £300.00
An 18th century mahogany caddy top chest of four
long graduated drawers beneath a full width brush
slide, raised on shaped bracket feet, 87 cm wide x
47 cm x 82 cm high £350.00 - £450.00

817

A Victorian oak writing table, the leather inset top
with hinged stationery compartment over a pair of
frieze drawers, raised on turned legs to brass caps
and castors £200.00 - £300.00

818

A late 19th century Swiss cylinder music box, the
21 cm cylinder playing eight airs by S F
Auberson, in ebonised walnut case £250.00 £300.00

819

820

821

822

An 18th century oak side table having four frieze
drawers within a fret cut apron, raised on cabriole
front legs £100.00 - £150.00
A Regency period mahogany chiffonier, the tiered
stage back with brass lattice panel over a frieze
drawer and pair of brass lattice panelled cupboard
doors, raised on shaped bracket feet, 99 cm wide
x 48 cm x 140 cm high overall £600.00 - £800.00
A George III mahogany apothecary box, the
hinged top with brass folding campaign handle
over a fitted interior containing an assortment of
bottles over a drawer fitted for and containing
further bottles and weigh scales, 23 x 17 x 20 cm
high £100.00 - £150.00
A 19th century continental marquetry inlaid
cylinder desk having a marble and gilt metal
gallery over a fitted cylinder and leather top writing
slide over a frieze drawer, raised on square
tapering legs, 74 cm wide x 47 cm x 96 cm high
overall £300.00 - £400.00

827

An 18th century oak low boy having a wide two
plank top over three frieze drawers around a
moulded fan panel, raised on square tapering legs
£250.00 - £350.00

828

A 19th century Dutch floral marquetry toilet mirror
on stand with drawer, 42 cm wide x 65 cm high
£150.00 - £200.00

829

A George III mahogany chest of four long
graduated drawers beneath a full width brush slide,
raised on shaped bracket feet £400.00 - £600.00

830

A 19th/20th century French Empire style gilt metal
mounted walnut circular stand with swag
decorated frieze raised on a hexagonal tapering
support to a shaped platform and raised on six
paw feet, 52 cm diam x 74 cm high £400.00 £600.00

831

A Victorian rosewood library/centre table, the
rectangular top over a plain frieze, raised on trestle
ends to castors, 115 cm x 61 cm x 76 cm high
£200.00 - £250.00

832

A 17th century style carved and moulded oak
centre/side table with frieze drawer, raised on twin
baluster turned supports to ends on scroll feet
£150.00 - £200.00

833

A pair of carved oak panelled 17th century style
chairs with boarded seats, raised on baluster
turned and black frames united by twin side
stretchers (2) £200.00 - £300.00

834

A diminutive cross-banded burr walnut chest on
stand having two short over two long drawers and
three frieze drawers over an arched apron, raised
on hip carved cabriole legs, 83 cm wide x 43 cm x
140 cm high £300.00 - £500.00

835

An antique coopered stick stand of tapering gun
barrel form, 55 cm high x 18 cm to 25 cm diam
£50.00 - £70.00

836

A Victorian button backed Chesterfield sofa by
Howard & Sons, London, the back castors
stamped, the back leg stamped '12451/8551', later
upholstered and sold for refurbishment, 230 cm
long x 100 cm x 65 cm high £500.00 - £700.00

823

A 19th century French ormolu mantel clock with
eight day two train drum movement signed Raing
& Freres, Paris, striking on a spiral gong, 30 cm
high £250.00 - £300.00

837

824

A 19th century Irish Killarney elm and arbutus
marquetry pedestal table, the shaped circular top
inlaid with views including Glena Cottage, Kinross
Chapel ruins and Ross Castle linked by shamrock
trails, raised on a cluster of turned supports to a
triform base, on well carved paw feet, 71 cm diam
x 74 cm high £1,400.00 - £1,800.00

Howard Chairs Ltd, London, a contemporary
bespoke deep burgundy buttoned leather
Chesterfield sofa, raised on three square tapering
front legs to lacquered brass castors, the rear legs
stamped and paper trade label to underside, 255
cm long x 92 cm x 87 cm high £2,000.00 £3,000.00

838

825

A George III satinwood cross-banded walnut
bachelor chest having a full width brush slide over
four long graduated drawers with brass swan neck
pulls, raised on shaped bracket feet, 85 cm wide x
49 cm x 86 cm high £500.00 - £800.00

A set of fourteen 18th century style mahogany
framed studded tan leather upholstered dining
chairs comprising twelve side chairs and a pair of
carvers (14) £2,000.00 - £3,000.00

839

A pair of Georgian style glazed mahogany mirror
backed wall mounted display cases, 56 x 27 cm
(2) £120.00 - £180.00

826

An Edwardian satinwood mantle clock with eight
day drum movement with enamelled dial, striking
840
hours and half hours on spiral gong, raised on
shaped bracket feet, 27 cm high £100.00 - £150.00 841
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An antique oak joint stool £150.00 - £200.00
A good pair of 19th century walnut framed
serpentine wingback armchairs upholstered in

contemporary pale green/floral c/w scatter
cushions. (2) £1,500.00 - £2,000.00
842

843

844

845

846

847

A George III oak high dresser, the deep canopied
three tier plank backed upper over an arrangement 854
of three and three drawers flanked by panelled
cupboards, raised on shaped bracket feet, 166 cm
wide x 52 cm x 215 cm high £1,400.00 - £1,800.00
Howard Chairs Ltd, London, a contemporary three
seater sofa triple hump backed sofa to/w a
855
similarly upholstered Howard armchair armchair
with part removable gold covers, raised on square
tapering legs to lacquered brass castors, sofa 225
x 115 x 85 cm high, trade label to underside of
sofa, further stamped to the back legs (2) £800.00 - 856
£1,200.00
A Victorian ormolu mounted and Paris porcelain
panelled burr walnut credenza, centred by a
panelled cabinet door flanked by curved glazed
panel display doors, 164 cm x 41 cm x 111 cm
high £800.00 - £1,200.00

857

858
A 19th century mahogany library table, the
rectangular top with tooled tan leather insert over a
trio of frieze drawers to each side, raised on
square tapering and chamfered legs, 141 x 95 x
859
76 cm high £600.00 - £800.00
Taxidermy - an antique Scottish Highland stag
head with antlers mounted on an oak shield with
hall-marked silver shield engraved 'Shot by Ralph
Faber 14th September 1905' on Drumochter', 105
cm high overall £150.00 - £200.00
A George III mahogany chest of four long
graduated drawers with ivory escutcheons,
beneath a full width slide, raised on shaped
bracket feet, 86 cm wide x 47 cm x 82 cm high
£400.00 - £600.00

847A A walnut lyre-form rise and fall tripod music stand,
circa 1900 £150.00 - £200.00
848

A George III mahogany side table, the rectangular
moulded edge top over a single frieze drawer,
raised on turned reeded legs, 75 cm high x 122
cm x 60 cm high £200.00 - £300.00

849

An antique French stitched leather 'cube' travel
case, the strap hinge top stencilled 'Mella Vally,
Mountauban', with brass latches and carrying
handle, 52 x 52 x 48 cm £180.00 - £220.00

850

A late 19th/20th century mahogany bowfront
display cabinet raised on splay legs united by a
shaped undertier £80.00 - £120.00

851

A Victorian burr walnut Sutherland table, the
turned frame with gateleg on white ceramic
castors, 89 x 17.5 cm (min) x 70 cm £80.00 £120.00

852

853
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An 18th/19th century mahogany drop leaf
occasional table with frieze drawer, raised on
square deeply champfered legs to brass barrel
castors united by a shaped undertier, 60 x 58 x 70
cm high £250.00 - £350.00
A 19th century oak two part corner cabinet in the
Chippendale manner, the fret cut broken-swan
neck pediment over astragal glazed doors and a
further pair of panelled cupboards, raised on
bracket feet, 95 x 235 cm high £300.00 - £500.00
A George III mahogany corner elbow chair with fret
cut splats over a cushion seat, raised on square
chamfered legs £200.00 - £300.00
An Art Nouveau period walnut framed fleur de lys
pattern upholstered shaped wing back armchair
£100.00 - £150.00
A 17th/18th century oak coffer, the four panel
winged top over a lunette carved frieze over a trio
of diamond carved panels, on stile feet, 148 x 62 x
70 cm £200.00 - £300.00
An antique camphor wood trunk with iron handles
to sides raised on block feet, 113 x 56 x 58 cm
high £400.00 - £500.00

860

A 17th/18th century oak coffer, the wide two plank
top over a carved frieze and trio of plain panels,
raised on stile feet, 110 cm x 49 cm x 63 cm high
£180.00 - £220.00

861

A 19th century mahogany work table with frieze
drawer over a fabric lined storage drawer, raised on
a baluster turned support to a shaped platform on
moulded paw feet £400.00 - £600.00

862

A pair of 19th century Italian provincial fruitwood
open armchairs having pierced vertical spats over
overstuffed seats (2) £300.00 - £500.00

863

Howard Chairs Ltd, London, a large bespoke
upholstered centre stool in contemporary fabric,
trade label to underside, the legs stamped, 180
cm x 115 cm x 44 cm high £500.00 - £600.00

864

George Smith - a pair of buttoned patinated brown
leather easy armchairs in the Howard style to/w a
matching stool (3) £1,200.00 - £1,800.00

865

An antique mahogany pedestal partners desk, the
inset tooled leather top with rounded edge over
drawers and cupboards raised on short carved
cabriole legs, 152 cm wide x 106 cm x 79 cm high
£200.00 - £400.00

866

A Georgian style mahogany framed buttoned red
leather stool, 130 x 62 x 46 cm high £200.00 £300.00

An 18th century mahogany tea table, the
867
rectangular fold over top with carved edge raised
on gateleg square chamfered legs, the corners
carved with flower heads, 87 x 43 cm (closed) x 74
cm high £200.00 - £300.00
868
An antique mahogany card table, the shaped fold

over baize lined top over a frieze drawer, raised on
club gatelegs to pad feet, 81 x 40 cm (closed) x
72 cm high £100.00 - £150.00

A late 19th century walnut framed button
upholstered armchair raised on cabriole front legs
£120.00 - £150.00
A 19th century elm and fruitwood stick back
Windsor elbow chair £120.00 - £150.00

869

An elm cricket table, the circular top raised on
tripod legs united by a 'T' stretcher, 85.5 cm diam
x 70 cm high £300.00 - £500.00

870

A small 18th century figured mahogany bureau,
the fall enclosing an interior with drawers and
886
niches over four long graduated drawers, raised on
shaped bracket feet, 73 cm wide x 56 cm x 101
cm high £280.00 - £320.00
887
An early 1950s Ercol beech and elm sideboard,
black label, 124 cm wide x 45 cm x 82 cm high
£200.00 - £300.00

871

885

A late Victorian oil lamp with floral etched green
glass shade, opaque glass font painted with
poppies, brass stem and black glass foot £50.00 £70.00
A Victorian floral-painted pink glass oil lamp with
brass mounts and etched glass cranberry shade
£60.00 - £90.00
A walnut money-box, teak ship's block, large
gavel, spindle-turned pot-stand, rocker blotter, four
elephants and a resin boxer-dog (box) £40.00 £60.00

872

A walnut revolving cue stand for nineteen billiard
cues, raised on bun feet, 55 cm diam x 110 cm
high £100.00 - £150.00

888

An Indian white metal plate, profusely chased and
pierced with foliage, to/w an ivory and sandalwood
book slide (2) £70.00 - £100.00

873

Edwardian walnut corner chair with fret-cut splats
over a cushioned seat raised on slender turned
legs united by cross-stretchers £40.00 - £60.00

889

A 19th century brass and champlevee enamel
comport with associated cut glass bowl £40.00 £60.00

874

A George III brass inlaid mahogany hanging corner 890
cabinet, the broken swan-neck pediment over an
arched glazed panel door, 78 cm wide x 100 cm
high £80.00 - £120.00

875

An antique French walnut framed upholstered
salon armchair with overstuffed serpentine seat
£140.00 - £160.00

A 19th century Briggs Rotary Pendulum clock
(incomplete) with associated glass dome, to/w a
19th century mercury desk-thermometer with
engraved ivory scale, on pietra dura stand (2)
£50.00 - £70.00

891

A World War I Royal Flying Corp propeller boss
centred with an eight-day drum clock as a mantel
clock, mounted with a period RFC cap badge and
gilt titled 'Cairo 1918', 'Propeller Boss', 24 cm high
x 33 cm wide £180.00 - £200.00

876

A late 19th /20th century bow elbow chair with
bobbin turned frame £80.00 - £120.00

877

A pair of Italian Chinese Chippendale style carved
892
giltwood pier glasses surmounted by a bell hung
pagoda, each 158 x 82 cm (2) £800.00 - £1,200.00

878

A 19th century giltwood framed overmantle mirror
with ribbon bow arched pediment, 180 cm high x
110 cm wide £300.00 - £500.00

893

879

A pair of Victorian walnut framed buttoned seat
salon side chairs (2) £50.00 - £80.00

A Swiss Anorel steel-fronted strut-clock with lever
movement, 7.5 x 6.5 cm, to/w an American brassfaced desk-clock (2) £40.00 - £60.00

894

880

A set of six 19th century mahogany framed dining
chairs with overstuffed seats comprising a pair of
carvers and four side chairs (6) £150.00 - £200.00

A 19th century French brass clock movement by
Vincent et Cie, 1855, striking on a bell, the floralpainted 5.5 cm dial a/f, fitted in an early 20th
century turned ivory desk-clock case £30.00 £40.00

895

A 19th century aneroid barometer, the silvered dial
with carved mercury thermometer, in brass drum
case, 12 cm diameter, to/w a somewhat similar
lacquered brass aneroid barometer with paper dial,
14 cm (latter with cracked glass) (2) £60.00 £90.00

880A A Victorian rosewood framed stool with half
overstuffed fabric seat raised on four scroll legs
united by a turned stretcher £70.00 - £100.00
881

882

883

884

Richard Timms, Moreton, a 19th century
mahogany balloon barometer with silvered dial and
thermometer scale and convex mirror, 93 cm long
x 26 cm diam £60.00 - £80.00
896
Broom, Reid & Harris, 2 Queen Street, Exeter, a
late 19th century oak cased circular aneroid
barometer having a white ceramic dial, 30 cm
diam £50.00 - £80.00
897
England v Australia 1971 Ashes Tour (England
Victory!) - a Slazenger Australia cricket bat,
signed by fifteen England and twelve Australia
players £250.00 - £300.00
898
A large antique pewter rosewater dish with raised
centre, 45 cm, to/w a 40 cm charger with Zodiac
rim, two lidded flagons, a large two-handled
storage jar, various plates, tankards, tureen, etc.
899
(two boxes) £200.00 - £300.00
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A Jaeger-le-Coultre brass and glass 'stirrup' clock
with 16-jewel movement, no. 3,215,005, 15.5 cm
high £150.00 - £200.00

A 19th century French gilt spelter and bronzed
mantel clock, modelled as a hen-house with
cockerel finial and hens chased by a fox, with
Japy Freres drum movement striking on a gong
and enamel dial, 37 cm high £150.00 - £200.00
A barograph in bevel-glazed and ebonised case
with lower drawer, by Andrew H. Baird, Edinburgh,
37 cm wide £300.00 - £400.00
A 19th ormolu candelabra in the Etruscan manner,
with four sconces raised on foliate-cast and
chased pillar, three claw feet and weighted
triangular platform base, 52 cm £80.00 - £120.00
A 19th century mahogany wheel barometer with
swan-neck pediment over damp-meter, alcohol

thermometer, convex mirror main silvered dial,
ivory wheel and spirit level, 97 cm overall £80.00 £120.00
900

Rackham, Arthur (ill), Shakespeare, W., 'A
Midsummer Nights Dream', with 4to tipped in
colour plates, pub. Heinemann (London) and
Doubleday (New York) 1908, gilt decorated green
cloth and board £100.00 - £150.00

911

Vintage and later children's volumes: At Home
Again by J. G. Sowerby and Thomas Crane,
Marcus Ward & Co., (verses by Eliza Keary),
'Stories Told to Scamps' by Rev. C. S. Woodward,
The Treasure Ship edited by Lady Cinthia Asquith,
tipped-in colour plates by various artists,
'Chopsticks' by F. I. Codrington, illustrated by
Helen Jacobs, The Baby's Opera by Walter Crane,
Androcles and the Lion pub. Seeley & Co., Stories
of Our Lord, Tanglewood Tales by Nathaniel
Hawthorne, The Meeting - Pool by Mervyn
Skipper, illustrations by R. W. Coulter, 1929, A
Dozen Dogs or So by Patrick Chalmers,
illustrations by Cecil Aldin, London 1930, The Lost
Garden by Lettice Bell, and Richard Adams The
Iron Wolf & Other Stories, 1st, 1980 (12) £70.00 £90.00

912

Beauchamp Yerburgh, H. ("McAdam") Leaves
from a Hunting Diary in Essex, 2 vols., London:
Vinton & Company 1900, dec. gilt red cloth 4to,
to/w The Japan-China War 1894-95 compiled by
Jokichi Inouye with plates by K. Ogawa, pub.
Kelly & Walsh Ltd., Yokohama, The Negro in the
New World by Sir Harry H. Johnston, 1st Methuen
& Co., London 1910; Punch 1865 (1 vol) (5) £40.00
- £60.00

913

Betjeman, John, Summoned by Bells, 1st pub.
London, John Murray 1960, d/w and dec. green
cloth £40.00 - £60.00

914

Sheridan, Richard Brinsley, School for Scandal,
with illustrations by Lucius Rossi, 4to Raphael
Tuck & Sons, circa 1900 £20.00 - £40.00

Robert M. Stark, The Instructive Picture Book of
Lessons from the Vegetable World, with 31
coloured plates, pub. Edinburgh: Edmonston &
Douglas 1858 4to, blue cloth £40.00 - £60.00

915

Rackham, Arthur (Ill.) & Graham, Kenneth, The
Wind in the Willows 100th edition ltd. no. 301/500,
12 tipped-in colour plates, un-cut, half gilt calf and
green cloth 4to, Methuen & Co., London 1951
£400.00 - £600.00

Dahl, Roahl, 'Charlie and the Chocolate Factory.'
illustrations by Faith Jaques, 1st, London: George
Allen & Unwin 1967, col pict bds, 8vo
£200.00 - £300.00

916

Campbell, John, Lives of the Admirals, vols. II & III,
Dublin, 1748, full calf 8vo £20.00 - £40.00

917

Rackham, Arthur (Ill.) and Rosetti, Christina,
'Goblin Market', signed by the artist, ltd. ed. no.
46/410, London George Harrap & Co. Ltd., 1933,
full vellum 8vo (lacks slip-case) £60.00 - £90.00

918

Rackham, Arthur (Ill.) and Ruskin, John, 'The King
of the Golden River', signed by the artist, ltd. ed.
no. 339/570, London, George Harrap & Co. Ltd.,
1932, full vellum 8vo with card slip-case £70.00 £100.00

919

Rackham, Arthur (Ill.) and Browning, Robert, The
Pied Piper of Hamelin, signed by the artist, ltd. ed.
no. 247/410, London, Geroge Harrap & Co. Ltd.,
1934, full vellum 8vo, with card slip-case £70.00 £100.00

901

Audubon, John James, 'The Original Watercolour
Paintings ... for The Birds of America,' pub.
Michael Joseph Ltd. and The Connoisseur 1966,
two 4to vols in slip-case £100.00 - £150.00

902

Edward VII 1902 Coronation: 'The Form and Order
of Service ltd. ed. no. 43/500 (350 sold), pub.
Henry Frowde, University of Oxford, hand-cut
illuminated pages with red and black text, gilt
edges and full gilt calf, 8vo, to/w another Form and
Order of Service, pub. Novello & Co. Ltd., London
1902, with highly-decorated full red morocco and
gilt binding (2 - both with detached front covers)
£50.00 - £70.00

903

White, T. H., 'The Once and Future King', signed
on the frontispiece and with sketch of knight's
helmet, Collins, London 1958, d/w 8vo £80.00 £100.00

904

Gray, Thomas, Poems, pub. 1928, Eton prize
1934, full gilt vellum 8vo £40.00 - £60.00

905

Rackham, Arthur (Ill.) & Goldsmith, Oliver, The
Vicar of Wakefield, 1st, George Harrap, London
1929, with eleven colour plates, dec. gilt green
cloth, 8vo £30.00 - £50.00

906

Three leather-bound volumes: Austen Leigh, J. E.,
A Memoir of Jane Austen, 5th, Richard Bentley &
Son, London 1883, Natural History of Selborne,
New Edition 1853 and 'Benedicte' by G. C. Child,
Chaplin M. D., 10th, 1879 (prize) (3) £20.00 £40.00

907

908

909

910

and Wendy, illustrated by F. D. Bedford, Hodder &
Stoughton and Fitzgerald, Edward, Rubaiyat of
Omar Khayam with illustrations by Robert Stewart
Sherifs, signed in dedication inside front cover by
(among others), Sir Bracewell Smith, bt, Chairman
of Arsenal FC, 1954 (4) £60.00 - £90.00

Whistler, Rex (Ill.) & Andersen, Hans Fairy Tales
& Legends, 1st, Cobden Sanderson Ltd., London
1935, signed by Whistler, 8vo, gilt dec. cream
cloth, to/w Hans Andersen's Fairy Tales with
tipped-in colour plates by W. Heath Robinson,
Hodder & Stoughton for Boots, d/w and red cloth
and Stories from Hans Andersen, with illustrations
by Edmund Dulac, Hodder & Stoughton for Boots
(3) £80.00 - £120.00
Gallico, Paul & Scott, Peter (Ill.) The Snow
Goose, 1st illustrated edition 1946, dec., blue
cloth, to/w J. M. Barrie & Rackham, Arthur, Peter
Pan in Kensington Gardens, tipped-in colour
plates, Hodder & Stoughton, J. M. Barrie's Peter
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920

A Burndept Ltd. 'Ethophone No.1' early wireless
set with headphones, in teak case, to/w a Bakelite
Pilot Radio 'Little Maestro Model 10' wireless (2)
£50.00 - £70.00

921

Seven various vintage industrial moving coil
meters, to/w a Vignoles & Evershed manual (box)
£30.00 - £50.00

922

An Evershed & Vignoles Line Tester in teak case,
to/w a Megger Multi-Voltage Insulation Tester in
teak case £30.00 - £40.00

923

Collection of brass engraving masters and ink
printing blocks and other items; including HMV
and autocycle (4 stroke), drawing, etc., 1940's
£30.00 - £40.00

924

925

Seven leather-cased Megger and other portable
meters, to/w an Evershed & Vignoles Series 1
Megger Testing Set in teak case (box) £40.00 £50.00

coins, to/w three pairs of binoculars, leather
cigarette case, etc. (box) £40.00 - £60.00
936

A collection of ceramic door-knobs and fingerplates, including examples by Copeland & Garrett,
Coalport 'Cottongrass' patterns, etc. (box) £40.00 £60.00

937

A late 17th century French map engraving of Le
Marquisat et Electorat de Brandebourg by
Nicholas Sanson, published by Alexis Jaillot, 1692
- impression size 57 x 90, framed and glazed
£50.00 - £100.00

938

A 17th century Dutch map of Hampshire by G.
Blaeu, 'Hantonia Sive Southantonensis Comitatus
Vulgo Hantshire', 42 x 50 cm framed and glazed
£40.00 - £60.00

939

An unusual floral collage, formed from postage
stamps heightened with watercolours, signed
Philip Ainsworth, 1928, mounted, framed and
glazed, 16 cm square, to/w a blind-carved wood
panel decorated with Gothic scrolls (2) £40.00 £60.00

A quantity of railway artefacts, including SwissFrench lavatory roll holder, engine plates, lettering,
pointing hand, spikes, etc., to/w a GWR wooden
jigsaw puzzle, etc. (box) £50.00 - £80.00
940

926

A Great Western Railway cast iron 12-ton wagon
plate no. 34788, to/w a similar LNER 1938
Darlington plate no. 222576 (2) £80.00 - £100.00

927

A late 19th century portable teak folio case with
adjustable stand, the hinged top relief-carved with
entwined dragons, 53 x 68 cm £70.00 - £100.00

928

A black-cased Sonola piano accordion with 34
keys and 72 buttons, in carrying-case £80.00 £120.00

929

A red-marbled cased Egisto Bontempi piano
accordion with 34 keys and 48 buttons, in
simulated crocodile-skin case £80.00 - £100.00

Mabel Maughan Beldy (early 20th century) Market scene, mixed technique fabric collage,
signed Beldy, 39.5 x 49.5 cm, framed under glass
£250.00 - £300.00

941

An 18th century cross-stitch alphabet sampler
embellished with clerical figure, shrubbery, crowns
and other motifs, by Sibbell (sic.) Graham, 1769.
54 x 21 cm, framed and glazed £70.00 - £100.00

942

A woven silk Stevengraph, The Lady Godiva
Procession, 5 x 15 cm, in original printed mount
with advertisement on reverse, later mounted,
framed and glazed £30.00 - £50.00

943

A 19th century brass-mounted cast iron door from
a kitchen range, 37 x 38 cm overall £30.00 - £40.00

944

A large quantity of Victorian and later coins,
including bun pennies and other copper and
nickel, foreign coins and banknotes, etc. £40.00 £60.00

930

A Regency copper and brass samovar of spherical
form with ring handles, on reeded supports with
claw feet, 43 cm high overall £60.00 - £90.00

931

A small copper jelly mould by Temple & Crook,
Motcomb St., SW, 6.5 cm high, to/w a pair of Arts
& Crafts copper cache-pots embossed with lily of
the valley by Joseph Sankey & Sons, Bilston, 9.5
cm high (3) £50.00 - £70.00

945

An Indian embossed and chased brass
rectangular tray, profusely decorated with stylised
entwined snakes, peacocks and other beasts, 31
x 36 cm £50.00 - £80.00

An interesting 19th century home-compiled cloth
album of cuttings - mostly from the Illustrated
London News - relating to the visit of The Prince of
Wales (Edward VII to be) to India and other
subjects £40.00 - £60.00

946

933

Macaura's Patent Blood circulator massaging
device with crank-handle, to/w a wooden brass
barrel corkscrew (2) £20.00 - £30.00

Thirteen albums of cigarette cards from Players
and Wills, to/w three Brooke Bond tea card
albums (box) £20.00 - £30.00

947

934

A French brass clock movement by Samuel Marti,
Paris 1900, striking on a coiled gong, with painted
dial and ornate gilt hands, to/w a quantity of
related clock-mounts, a pair of painted porcelain
and gilt metal candlesticks and a small selection
of clock keys (box) £40.00 - £60.00

An album of Edwardian, WW1 and later
postcards, including Actors and Actresses,
novelty, 1920s 'Saucy' greetings, topography, etc.
£40.00 - £60.00

948

An album of 19th century and later postage
stamps including British, Empire and Foreign, to/w
two albums of later stamps - George V and after
and a stock-book containing a collection of Soviet
Russian commemorative stamps including blocks
and sheets (4) £70.00 - £100.00

949

A large quantity of postage stamps including

932

935

Various coins including 1890 US Dollar, 1977
silver proof crown, Victorian silver and later nickel
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Victorian, Edwardian and later British, Empire,
Commonwealth and foreign issues, loose and in
albums, to/w a collection of first-day covers (2
boxes) £100.00 - £150.00
950

951

952

head-dresses and hair embellishments, including
paste-set examples (2 boxes) £80.00 - £120.00
962

A large collection of over 600 vintage and modern
postcards - ornithology - loose and in albums, to/w
an album of vintage postcards including humorous,
topography, etc. (box) £50.00 - £80.00
963
A pair of postage scales with Art Nouveau style
pillars, to/w a Victorian patinated steel Lund-style
corkscrew - The Tangent Lever (lacks screw), on
four-finger pull corkscrew, a metal chamberstick
with match-box holder, an ebony small parallel
964
rule and a boxed field microscope (incomplete)
(box) £50.00 - £70.00
A mahogany billiards scoreboard, to/w a brass
'pig' vesta case, Ronson De-Lite electroplated
table lighter, copper Players Navy Mixture
advertising ashtray, Wade 'Johnny Walker' pottery
ashtray, brass-mounted shell snuff-box and four
Dinky models in-played-with-condition: Pullmore
Car Transporter 982, Military Ambulance 626,
Austin Somerset 161 and Morris Oxford £60.00 £90.00

A modern carved Meerschaum pipe, modelled with
Amundsen and Scott (2012 centenary
commemoration issue), to/w a collection of other
pipes, Meerschaum cheroot-holders, etc. £100.00 £150.00
A pair of French gilt metal and mother-of-pearl
opera glasses on telescopic handle by Colmont of
Paris, to/w a silver-handled button-hook, two
beaded evening purses and a gilt metal powder
compact (box) £50.00 - £90.00
Various collectables including; a bronze group of
Cupid riding a lion, as a paperweight, an
electroplated hip-flask, a folding photograph frame,
two paper-clips, a polished steel and velvet
chatelaine, a nurse's buckle stamped '925 Silver'
and a gilt metal 'scallop' patent needle-case by
Hayes, Crossley & Co., Alcester and London
(box) £70.00 - £100.00

965

A selection of collectables, including a pair of
Chinese soapstone small bowls, a Stourbridge
'Dump', Mira travel watch in snakeskin case, .800
grade miniature ewer, miniature cold-painted
bronze mouse and toad, cloisonne bowl and cover,
etc. £70.00 - £90.00

966

954

A large vintage mohair teddy bear with glass eyes
and stitched nose and mouth, articulated limbs
with American cloth pads, 81 cm £40.00 - £60.00

Cameras: Yashica 635 twin lens reflex with
Yashikar 1:3,5 f =80mm lens no. 838965, in
leather case, complete with 35 mm conversion
ket; Voigtlander Vitessa with Ultron 1:2/50 lens,
125/20 lens hood, 133/29 UV lens cover and 24 x
36 35 mm Kontur viewfinder - all with leather
cases; Ensign Pocket 20 and Coronet folding
cameras with cases (box) £80.00 - £120.00

955

A vintage silver-plush teddy bear with glass eyes,
967
stitched nose and mouth, articulated head and
limbs, growl-box and felt pads, 37 cm high (a/f),
to/w another teddy with glass eyes, stitched nose
968
and mouth and articulated head and arms, wearing
a tie with silver and base-metal badges, 35 cm
and a small teddy bear (3) £50.00 - £80.00

A pair of Ross Stepmur 10 x 50 binoculars, to/w a
pair of Wray Eleven 11 x 60 binoculars (the latter
with leather case) (2) £40.00 - £60.00

953

A Continental trinket-box, painted to simulate faux
satinwood and rosewood-decorated steel cashbox, 23 cm wide, to/w two silhouette cut-out
portraits of young gentlemen, a rosewood snuffbox, ivory-handed back-scratcher, a part-band of
Robertsons Gollies, a brass trivet and an ivoryhandled razor-strop £80.00 - £120.00

956

Three vintage straw-filled toy foxes and three
969
squirrels (one squirrel and two foxes with Steiff eartags) £100.00 - £150.00

957

A quantity of antique and vintage spectacles,
pince-nez's and monocles - mostly wire-framed
£50.00 - £70.00

958

An interesting collection of mostly 1920s-1960s
spectacles - suitable for costume £30.00 - £50.00

959

An engine-turned silver match-book holder,
Birmingham 1929, to/w a selection of base-metal
powder compacts and cigarette cases, etc. (box)
£50.00 - £70.00

960

Six Halcyon Days enamel Easter eggs - 1976, 78,
81-83, to/w two Halcyon Days pill-boxes, six
Staffordshire enamel examples and three Limoges
pill-boxes (17) £80.00 - £120.00

961

Two large simulated tortoiseshell Spanish mantilla
combs and various smaller examples and other
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A electroplated two-draw telescope, the extending
lens-hood with hinged cap, stitched leather grip,
65 cm overall length, in leather carrying case
£100.00 - £140.00
A 19th century brass bearing compass by Thomas
Jones, 62 Charing Cross, London, with printed
paper dial, in leather case £80.00 - £100.00

970

A 19th century double-barrelled percussion pistol
with 10.5 cm octagonal barrels and walnut grip,
to/w an embossed copper powder flask with brass
nozzle (2) £80.00 - £120.00

971

A 2nd pattern fighting dagger with double-edge
electroplated steel blade and handle with hatched
grip, 293 mm long overall, the blade 166 mm, in
stitched leather sheath with nickel cap £80.00 £120.00

972

A rare Fairbairn-Sykes 2nd pattern Royal Marine
Commando fighting dagger with double-edged
blackened blade and beaded and ringed grip
stamped with WD ^2 and 'FR 693', 303 mm long
overall, the blade 179 mm, the leather sheath
stamped 'FR 271' £150.00 - £200.00

973

A 3rd pattern Royal Marine Commando and SOE
fighting dagger with 174 mm long blackened
double-edged machine ground ground blade and
27 ringed grip stamped with WD ^ 2 arrow, 298
mm long overall, in leather scabbard £100.00 £150.00

974

A white-metal mounted Arab dagger Jambiya, the
17 cm curved double-edge blade with raised
central rib, the horn hilt applied with rosettes and
floral-chased band, in leather and silver-mounted
sheath with ornate buckle and chape, 31 cm
overall £80.00 - £120.00

975

A WW1 trench gas-rattle with turned handle
£30.00 - £50.00

976

An interesting collection of 66 vintage paper-cased
shotgun cartridges - various sizes from 4-bore to A1/2, but mostly 12-bore (NB - although not
recommended for use, many of these cartridges
are still charged and therefore the purchaser must
produce their shotgun certificate which will be
copied and recorded when collecting) £40.00 £60.00

977

A Victorian artillery officers' sword with etched and
fullered slightly curved blade 86 cm, open basket
hilt and wired fishskin grip (with later pink silk
cover), in steel scabbard 104 cm overall, to/w a
WW1 US bayonet with 43 cm fullered blade
stamped 'Remington 1913', two-piece wood grip
with spring-release button, the leather and steel
scabbard stamped 'Jewell 1917', 58 cm overall (2)
£80.00 - £120.00

978

A Victorian umbrella, the carved ivory handle with
ball and claw finial and embossed silver band,
London 1891 £80.00 - £120.00

979

An African ebony knobkeri with 8 cm pommel, 72
cm overall £80.00 - £120.00

980

Awards attributable to Walter Ross-Taylor MP
(1877-1958) - an Egyptian Order of the Nile
(Nishan Al-Nil) Grand Cross set of insignia by
Lattes, Cairo comprising sash badge, silver, silver
gilt and enamels 63mm complete with ribbon;
Star, silver, silver gilt and enamels 81mm, in fine
original condition within J. Lattes fitted case; A
C.B.E., 1st type, silver gilt and enamels within
Garrard & Co fitted case ;The recipients goldmounted walking stick engraved 'W.R.T.' by Brigg
(3)
Notes - Walter Ross-Taylor MP, Assistant
Counsel to His Highness the Sultan in The
Ministries of Agriculture, Public Works & War,
Egypt (London Gazette 8th January 1919),
Conservative MP for Woodbridge 1931-1945
£500.00 - £700.00

981

the recipients miniature medals and a oval portrait
miniature of the officer in uniform.
Notes - records show wounded 1st battle of Ypres
October 1914, promoted to captain December
1914, returned to France 1915, K-I-A France
17/10/2015, memorial at Sailly Labourse
Communal Cemetary £500.00 - £700.00
982

WWI pair to 21540 Sjt. C.F. Page Lincolnshire
Regiment comprising 1914/18 War Medal and
Victory Medal, both unmounted/unworn to/w a
crown 'pip' (3) £30.00 - £40.00

983

Dinky Toys models:- Car Carrier 984 with Trailer
985, Leyland Octopus Petrol Tanker for Esso
Petroleum Company Ltd., Foden Petrol Tanker for
Regent, AEC Monarch Thompson Tank 991, Rolls
Royce Silver Wraith 150, Volkswagen 181, Dodge
Tipper Truck, Bedford Tipper Truck, Motocart 27G
(x2 - 1 with driver), Tank Transporter 660 with
Centurion Tank 651 and Massey-Harris tractor,
to/w a Corgi Smiths 'Karrier' Shop and Rice Pony
Trailer, Matchbox Car Transporter Trailer Unit and
two Matchbox Horse Boxes - all unboxed and in
played-with condition £100.00 - £150.00

984

A boxed Minic Tri-ang Ships SS United States
Presentation Pack M892, with eleven various
painted die-cast vessels, a floating dock and
various piers, breakwaters, quays, cranes, pier,
sheds and storage tanks, etc., to/w a sheet of
'water', in lightly played-with condition (box split)
£50.00 - £70.00

985

A Dinky Toys Rolls Royce Silver Wraith 150,
Desoto Fireflite, to/w a Corgi Ford Popular 103E,
Austin A35 saloon and various Lesney and other
model vehicles - all unboxed but in good to fair
condition £40.00 - £60.00

986

Five vintage Dinky Toys saloons:- 30C Daimler,
36B Bentley Sports Coupe, 24D Vogue Saloon
(possibly) and two 30B Rolls Royce Saloons (5)
£100.00 - £150.00

987

Dinky Toys models - Four boxed 5.5 Medium
Guns, all with little or no wear £60.00 - £80.00

988

A boxed Dinky Supertoys Gift Set 699 Military
Vehicles (1), comprising 621 Army Wagon, 676
Armoured Personnel Carrier, 1-Ton Cargo Truck
641 and Austin Champ 674 - apparently unplayed
with £80.00 - £100.00

989

Seven vintage Dinky miniature racing cars, - some
lacking wheels, to/w a saloon car, three open
tourers, an AA motorcycle with sidecar and
another motorcycle (13 - all unboxed) £50.00 £70.00

990

A selection of unboxed vintage Dinky Toys
commercial and other vehicles:- 25s Six-Wheeled
Wagon, 34b Royal Mail Van, 25c Flatbed Truck
with associated trailer, 30F Bentley Ambulance,
36G Taxi, 30E Breakdown Car Lorry and 29B
Streamline Bus, to/w a Minic Transport Express
Service Van with motor (8) £100.00 - £150.00

A rare WWI casualty trio and memorial plaque to
Captain Arthur Roxburghe Orr, 2nd Battalion
Scots Guards comprising 1914 Star and Bar (as
Lieut.), 1914/18 British War Medal, Victory Medal
(both as Capt.), bronze commemorative plaque,
commemorative scroll - all mounted in three period
Spink & Son glazed easel display frames and to/w 991
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Four unboxed vintage Dinky Toys vehicles:-

Studebaker 39F State Commander, 40D Austin
A40 Devon and two 30D Vauxhall Saloons (4)
£60.00 - £90.00
992

993

994

995

996

997

998

Dinky Supertoys Models: Guy, Foden Flatbed;
Bedford (x 2 red/yellow), Bedford Tipper Truck and
Massey Harris Tractor, Trailer, pre-war 30E
Breakdown Truck and 22C Motor Truck (9 - all
1006
unboxed and played-with) £40.00 - £60.00
Two boxed sets of six C.B.G. (Paris) Mignot
painted metal mounted soldiers - Chasseurs a
Cheval and 'Chasseurs de la Garde' 362, to/w a
1007
set of infantry 'Ligne' 369 - also boxed (3) £180.00 £220.00
A Continental boxed set of twenty die-cast and
1008
painted knights on foot, each approx. 6 cm high,
the box inscribed 'Foreign', to/w a C.B.G. (Paris)
574 set of semi-flat Napoleonic soldiers, mounted 1009
officers and horses (2) £60.00 - £90.00
A collection of Britain's mounted and foot-soldiers,
including Royal Horse Artillery, Life Guards and
guardsmen, in two Britain's trays and original boxbase £150.00 - £200.00
1010
Seven unboxed Britain's Huntsmen and women
with pack and fox, to/w two race horses (1
jockey), various small figures and model vehicles
(box) £50.00 - £70.00
A carved and painted wood equestrian group of a
Kings Trooper of the Royal Horse Artillery, 20 cm
high, to/w a carved and painted wood figure of
Napoleon with seven guardsmen, 10 cm high
£40.00 - £60.00
Fourteen Britain's Scots Guards, charging, other
figures including two pipers, American Indians,
farm animals, etc. to/w other similar items in
plastic £50.00 - £70.00

A Maurice W. Crawshaw candle-smoke miniature
on oval mother-of-pearl plaque in gilt surround,
depicting a stone bridge over a river, in 3 x 4 cm,
in glazed gilt frame (late 20th century) £30.00 £50.00

1014

A modern Russian lacquer rectangular pill-box,
Fedoskino School, the hinged cover painted with
miniature Winter lake landscape, signed, 5 cm
wide £40.00 - £60.00

A central American terracotta figure of a man,
sitting cross-legged, 15 cm high (by repute, preColumbian) £40.00 - £60.00

1002

An antiquity (probably) North African carved stone
figure of a kneeling baboon, holding an object,
11.5 cm high, with vestigial painted surface £40.00 1015
- £60.00
A Liberty & Co. 'Tudric' hammered pewter fivepiece condiment set no. 01078, to/w a coldpainted spelter rabbit, a bronze fish ashtray and a 1016
small lacquered circular tray £80.00 - £120.00
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An Edwardian portrait miniature on ivory of a
young lady with un-dressed hair, 6 x 4.5 cm, in gilt
pendant frame and fitted green velvet satin-lined
leather pocket-case, to/w a photograph miniature
with painted detail (on ivory) of a woman and a
photograph of a gentleman in circular frame (3)
£50.00 - £70.00

1013

1001

An 18th century oval portrait miniature of a

Suzanne Lhuillier Perregaux (attrib.) a 19th
century oval miniature three quarter length portrait
of a young woman in a pale blue dress, signed,
within a slender chased gilt frame, 10 cm x 8 cm
£100.00 - £150.00

A pair of Edwardian oval portrait miniatures on
ivory of a husband and wife, unsigned, 6.5 x 5.5
cm, in silver pendant frames, London 1903 and
leather pocket cases from Langfier, Old Bond St.,
inscribed on front with dates, Feb. 16th and March
1st 1904 (2) £80.00 - £120.00

A German Bing tinplate British gunboat 'King
Edward', with clockwork motor enclosed by
superstructure with three funnels, 73 x 20 cm,
to/w a stained pine carrying case £300.00 £500.00

1005

A pair of 19th century oval ceramic miniature
plaques, printed and painted with Jesus Christ and
the Madonna, in ebonised frames £40.00 - £60.00

1012

1000

A Regency oval portrait miniature of an attractive
young lady in lace cap and grey dress, unsigned,
6.5 x 5.5 cm, in ebonised frame £50.00 - £70.00

A Regency oval watercolour and ink portrait
miniature on card of a young gentleman, unsigned,
in ebonised frame, 8 x 6.5 cm £40.00 - £60.00

Arthur Albert 'Esme' Collings, an oval portrait
miniature on ivory of a young lady, signed, 7 x 5.5
cm, in gilt metal frame and fitted leather case
inscribed in gilt 'Dick 1900' (case a/f) £50.00 £70.00

Eleven various brass door knockers including
novelty and souvenir examples (box) £40.00 £60.00

1004

Three 19th century gilt metal circular plaques,
cast in relief with Methodist founders John and
Charles Wesley and John Fletcher, stamped M &
P £50.00 - £60.00

1011

999

1003

gentleman with powdered wig, lace cravat, gilded
waistcoat and grey coat, signed HS, 4 x 3.5 cm,
in brass buckle frame, to/w a 19th century portrait
miniature of a young child with long hair, unsigned,
4 x 3.5 cm, in gilt pendant frame (2) £100.00 £150.00

1017

A modern Russian lacquer pill-box, Redoskino
School, Winter landscape with church by
moonlight, signed and dated 2000, 7 x 5.5 cm
£50.00 - £70.00
A modern Russian lacquer pill-box of tonneau
form, the hinged cover painted with a sailing ship,
signed, 9.5 x 8 cm £70.00 - £90.00
A late Victorian tortoiseshell needle-case with
15ct gold hinge and catch, the ivory insert fitted
with an unmarked yellow metal pin, London 1894
(a/f), to/w a silver gilt and green enamel rouge-pot

with hinged cover, London Import 1925 (2) £100.00
- £150.00
1018

A German porcelain pipe-bowl, painted with an
elegant lady grape-picker with basket and hod, in
gilded border on a blue ground, the gilt metal rim
and cover secured by a chain 'Chin-strap', 9 cm,
to/w a 19th century gilt brass fob seal with intaglio
cockerel and Japanese ivory box and cover incised
with a macacque monkey, 5 cm wide (3) £70.00 £90.00

1019

A Thomason II brass-barrelled corkscrew with
turned bone handle and applied badge with 'ne
plus ultra' motto £80.00 - £120.00

1020

An Italian brown patinated bronze figure of a 19th
century female carrying a band-box, stamped
beneath 'G. Castiglione'. 21cm £80.00 - £100.00

1021

A post-war Hampshire Fire Service (Winchester
329) fireman's helmet with laminate shell and
leather liner £30.00 - £50.00

1022

A pair of bronze patinated candlesticks with cast
foliate designs in the rococo manner, 28 cm high
£40.00 - £60.00

1023

A bronzed spelter group of two circus horses,
signed V. Chimin, 20 x 26 cm £40.00 - £60.00

1024

A 19th century satinwood and boxwood-strung tea
caddy with domed top and two lidded inner
compartments, 17.5 cm £70.00 - £100.00

1025

Adolfo Cipriani (fl.1880 - 1930) an alabaster bust of
a young woman, in the Belle Epoque manner,
signed on reverse, 35 cm £300.00 - £400.00

1026

Eugenio Battiglia, an alabaster figure of a young
school girl in pinafore with book under her arm,
signed on reverse, 29 cm £180.00 - £220.00

1027

A pair of Victorian Gothic cast brass candlesticks
with weighted bases, 19.5 cm h, originally hung
with lustres (missing) £50.00 - £80.00

1028

A 19th century inlaid mahogany campaign style
washstand, the hinged top over a dummy drawer,
a pair of cupboard doors and single drawer on
square tapering legs to brass caps and castors
£250.00 - £350.00

1029

A Regency style bergere library armchair raised
on reeded turned front legs £80.00 - £120.00

1030

A Regency mahogany framed oversize open
armchair £180.00 - £220.00

1031

A provincial George III oak full height oak corner
cupboard having two pair of panel cupboard doors
separated by three central doors raised on shaped
bracket feet £400.00 - £600.00
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